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"Different people have different likes."

Groups
celebrate
equinox
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Every March, the earth itself comes
into a balance.
During the spring equinox, which
occurred this year on March 20, night
and day have equal time, starting a time
period of feasting and celebration in
almost every world religion.
And in Hazel, balance of a different
kind was being struck. Several religions,
including three branches of Wicca,shamanism, druidism, Christianity and dragon
magic, came together for a small ceremony Saturday intended to integrate all
of these beliefs.
Just as night fell at 8 p.m., about 20
people formed a small circle around a
bonfire behind Cheryl's Little House in
Hazel. They represented just about every
walk of life, ranging from teen-ager to
middle age. One of the only things binding them, in fact, was just the desire to
practice a belief.
"There's so many young people searching for a path," said Spiritual Education
Association president Laura Kresch."They
go to churches that were already formed
and set before they came. Sometimes,
that doesn't fit. And instead of letting
them get tied up in something they don't
know about, we try to set them up with
legitimate people who can help their studies."
The SEA was founded to educate not
only its members, but the public about
different ways of life. That desire is
motto of the
expressed even in the
through supt
empowermen
group, "Selfportive education."
Through education, the group hopes
to prevent tragedies that occur when people practice a belief they don't understand.
"With all the violent crimes today. we
see it as a breakdown in spirituality, and
by that, a breakdown in morality," member Tracy Lax said. "Different people
have different likes ... we just want to
get people to reach the same goal. to
reach what we ultimately call God. We
just have different ways of getting there."
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Ginseng could
replace tobacco
MOUNT VERNON, Ky. (AP)
— Ginseng may be the best shot
Kentucky's small farmers have at
replacing dwindling tobacco revenues, according to the Appalachian Ginseng Foundation.
But growers will first have to
figure out how to market the valuable root while stopping rampant
poaching, a group of about 30 ginseng growers said recently at a foundation seminar.
Advocates hope to devise a marketing system for ginseng similar
to the Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association, where federal or private inspectors would
grade the root, give it a 'suggested price and sell it at auction.
"It's quite obvious that the way
to grow ginseng to get the most
value is to duplicate nature as
closely as possible, and that makes
it a small farmer's crop," said Syl
Yunker, a board member of the
ginseng foundation. "The size of

this crop can be almost unlimited
in this state, and we are known
in the Asian market as the best
provider of the highest quality."
Ginseng currently sells for
between $50 and $500 a pound
in Kentucky, but that product is
eventually sold in China for $2.000
to $8,000 a pound. Kentucky harvests have averaged about 25.000
pounds a year, state officials say.
With a cooperative, growers
could combine their products and
sell it for much higher prices to
large-volume brokers in Los Angeles, Seattle and New York. eliminating about six layers of middlemen, advocates of the plan say.
"The current system thrives on
a lack of knowledge and secrecy
at all levels," said Ginger Shelby,
a ginseng grower and buyer from
Shauck, Ohio. "I don't see how

II See Page 2

Patton wants
proposal before
calling session

MORGAN HARDY/Ledger & Times photo

Spiritual Education Association president Laura Kresch and other members gather around a small table for a spring equinox ritual held behind Cheryl's Little
House in Hazel.
•••
The ceremony began with a consecration of
the circle, where a circle was traced between
four people standing at directional poles.
Each person represented a different element
(fire, earth, air, water) that was associated with

the direction. Each also represented a different
belief, some subtly different, some vastly.
After that, invocations were made to differ-

• See Page 2

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — Gov. Paul Patton said the House and
Senate would have to agree on a plan before he would call the General Assembly into session to draw new legislative and congressional
districts.
"I never said I wouldn't call a special session," Patton said in a
news conference at the Capitol.
"If they come to me with a proposal that they all think they can
pass. then I'll make my decision as to whether or not it will be necessary to call a special session." Patton said.
Unless there is a call from Patton, the General Assembly will not
meet again until January.
Senate President David Williams, who has become one of Patton's
political archrivals, said Thursday that the governor, in conversations
with legislative Democrats, has ruled out a session for reapportionment this year.
Twelve of the 20 members of the Senate's slim Republican majority will be up for re-election in 2002. Williams said Patton would
make a "terrible mistake" if he tried to delay reapportionment.

• See Page 2

County: Earnhardt photo
agreement violates law
ORLANDO. Fla. (AP) -- An
agreement limiting access to Dale
Earnhardt's autopsy photos violates Florida's open records law
and the medical examiner can't
legally carry it out, a county attorney said in court papers Friday.
Volusia County Attorney Dan
Eckert asked a judge to free the
county from obeying parts of the
agreement.
Portions of the agreement "are
illegal and void ... unless the law
provides for an exemption." Eckert said in his motion. "The court's
approval of a settlement agreement
cannot create an exemption where
one does not exist by statute."
The agreement finalized this
week between the Orlando Sentinel and Earnhardt's widow, Teresa, calls for an independent medical expert to look at the photos
and then submit a report to the
newspaper and the Earnhardt family.
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Dr. Barry Myers of Duke University is scheduled to view the
photos on Monday.
They then would be permanently sealed as requested by Mrs.
Earnhardt because of privacy concerns.
But sealing the photos violates
Florida's open-record "Sunshine
Law," said Eckert, who asked Circuit Judge Joseph Will to handle
any further requests for the photos if the county wasn't allowed
to get out of the agreement.
County spokesman Dave Byron
the county wants to avoid
for not following the
liability
any
law. "We want to make sure the
taxpayers of Volusia County are protected." he said.
Sentinel attorneys David Bralow
and George Gabel said they supported the county's position.
"They're genuinely concerned
about how to fulfill that duty."
Bralow said. "I think they're tak -

ing steps necessary for whatever
happens so they're not being
accused of violating the Public
Records Act."
Earnhardt attorneys said in a
statement that they expected the
judge to enforce the settlement
and that county attorneys had signed
off on the deal.
The settlement "was agreed upon
with the full knowledge and consent of all parties, including the
Volusia County Medical Examiner's Office and the attorney from
the County Attorney's Office." the
statement said.
Under current law, autopsy photos are public record.
However, measures moving
through the Florida Legislature
would prevent the public and media
from seeing autopsy photos unless
they can convince a judge they
have good cause. Georgia and
South Carolina lawmakers are considering similar legislation.

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo

UniverWATCHING THE TUBE.. Tim Frye, master control operator for the Murray State
his
during
problems
for
ng
programmi
sity television station UPN-24, monitors weekend
shift Saturday in the Fine Arts Building.
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Bush adds humor to speech • Groups ...
From Page 1

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush struck back with humor
at anybody who might suggest he is
dumb, lazy, inarticulate and, worst
of all, a puppet president allowing
,Vice President Dick Cheney to
make all the important decisions.
"To those people I say ...," Bush
said, casting a deadpan nod in
Cheney's direction. "Dick, what do
I say'?"
His audience roared with laughter, perhaps because it included
many of the people who fuel perceptions and misperceptions about
the nation's 43rd president. Bush
was the featured speaker Saturday
night at the spring dinner of the
Gridiron Club, a 116-year-old institution that gathers Washington's
media and political elite for a night
of satire and civility.

ker Robert Strauss for advice. "He
said, 'Just remember, Mr. President. You can fool some of the people all of the time. Those are the
people you need to concentrate on."
The president said he is smart
enough to map the human genome.
as a habit and an act of practicality.
"I hope to eventually clone another
Dick Cheney," Bush said. "Then I
won't have to do anything!"
And on it went. One after another, Bush mentioned a perceived
shortcoming then confronted it with
humor.
Recalling his "youthful indiscretions," the president said the
straight-laced Ashcroft "is not the
kind of guy I hung out with in college."
He admitted to suffering foot-inmouth disease, quoting Garrison
Keillor, who said, "George Bush's
lips are where words go to die."

The political press corps produced the usual musical parodies
poking fun at the White House,
Congress, the Supreme Court and
itself, drawing tongue-in-cheek "responses" from Sen. Joe Lieberman
of Connecticut for the Democrats
and Attorney General John Ashcroft for the Republicans.
But the president stole the show
with a self-deprecating reply to
those who say he is not quite up to
the job.
"Those stories about my intellectual capacity do get under my
skin. You know for a while I even
thought my staff believed it," he
said. "There on my schedule first
thing every morning it said, 'Intelligence briefing."
Bush claimed it got so bad that
he turned to Democratic powerbro-

IN Foundation ...
From Page 1
we can stand to sit here and take
$500 a pound and let it bring
$2,000 in China, because they
haven't done a thing to increase
the value of the root."
A cooperative would also help
eliminate poaching, since only registered growers and "wildcrafters"
— those who have traditionally
harvested and cared for ginseng
on public property — could sell
the brown roots.
Rising prices have prodded
poachers in recent years and led
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to an increasing scarcity of the
"wild" version of the root.
Permits to legally harvest ginseng from the Daniel Boone National Forest can usually be purchased
during August. Collecting outside
the national forest does not require
a permit, but buyers must be
licensed.
However, laws regulating harvesting are difficult to enforce,
and a black market flourishes.
Beth Anderson, a ginseng grower in Hardin County, told the group
how she was finally able to have
a poacher arrested after he and
others repeatedly sneaked onto her
land and stole roots worth thousands of dollars.
"This may take a year to prosecute, but it puts the word out
that you just can't go on somebody's land and take ginseng,"
Anderson said. "It's being prosecuted as a felony, because it's
theft over $300."
Despite a cooperative's potential benefits, the idea has not been
embraced by many traditional growers, or "sangers."
Many have gathered and sold
ginseng in a secretive manner for
decades, collecting a tax-free
income that is often called "Christmas money."
"Maiay of the people who are
in ginseng now are going to fight
this because of the taxation issue,"
Yunker said.

Advisers said the president cut
his speech in half because the dinner was running late and he had a
Sunday morning church service.
One joke eliminated had Bush saying that he is so firm on foreign
policy that he recently kicked four
Russian diplomats out of the
United States for spying and more
than 40 others "because they left
their cell phones on."
One of Bush's biggest pet
peeves is the sound of cell phones

ringing in news conferences and
ent recognized deities, with canmeetings.
There were several references in dles lit to represent their coming
the musical skits of Bush's histori- into the circle.
After the invocations, a candle
cally close election victory over
Democrat Al Gore. The president was lit at each of the poles, and
himself did not mention his former a blessing was said over the group
rival, but did note that third-party at each point. To close the ritual,
candidate Ralph Nader, who si- a practitioner of Faerie Wicca
phoned votes from Gore, was in the danced between the poles, holding a bouquet and wearing a wreath
audience.
"You know all those press or- of spring flowers, to represent ferganizations that have been doing a tility.
Fertility is not the only conrecount in Florida?" Bush said to
cept spring equinox honors. The
Nader. "Well, you won!"
Lieberman, Gore's running equinox, at its base roots, has been
mate, suggested he has not gotten a celebration by many religions
over the loss. Turning to Cheney, of one of three things:
• Fertility, namely conception
Lieberman said, "Mr. vah
vah
vah
vah. For some reason, I'm on the spring equinox leading to
still having trouble putting that title birth nine months later on winter
(of vice president) before Dick 'solstice, the calendar event of the
most darkness in the day:
Cheney's name."
• The defeating of some power
"Maybe I should just .address
you the way President Bush does ... of evil by a force of good;
• The descent of a deity into
'Good evening, sir."
Even Ashcroft poked fun of the underworld for three days.
•••
Bush, saying that a 24-7 shift at the
White House means "24 hours a
With the close of the ceremoweek, seven months a year."
ny came the feasting inside the
Ashcroft is not the kind who house. Located right on the state
would questions his boss' smarts line on U.S. Hwy. 641 in Hazel,
— unless, of course, he was look- Cheryl's Little Shop serves as both
ing for a laugh in the name of civil- a supply store for rituals of all
ity and satire. Thus, the attorney religions and a gathering point for
general let it slip that Bush ordered
his Cabinet recently to "travel to all
54 states."

Ex-KSU students
settle yearbook suit

•Patton ...
From Page 1
"What the governor is going to
do is, next January, he's going to
enter that session of the General
Assembly with a very hostile —
an even more hostile — working
relationship with the Republicans
in a budget period," Williams said.
"It's going to be very difficult
for him to get any major legislation passed. ... And when the budget comes up, he is going to have
great difficulty."

CLARIFICATION
Because of a photographer's error, the Calloway County Fire Rescue firefighter pictured on the front
of Saturday's Ledger & Times was
incorrectly identified as Chris Fain.
The firefighter's name is Mark
Fain. The Ledger regrets the error.
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Please Callfor More Details

District boundaries have to be
spelled out in statute, and each
legislative chamber traditionally has
written its own. The Senate is 2018 Republican and the House is
66-34 Democratic, so any linkage
of the two is improbable, Williams
said.
But an advance agreement on
district lines should be a simple
matter, in theory, Williams said in
a telephone interview Friday. "I'll
accept any plan they do in the House
if they accept the plan we do in
the Senate," he said.
On other subjects, Patton said
the session just ended — the first
under a constitutional amendment
that permitted the General Assembly to meet for 30 days in odd
years — "was not naarly as productive as it could have and should
have been."
"If I had to pick a number. I
would say it achieved maybe 25
percent of what it could and should
have done," he said.
Patton specifically cited the failure of bills he had proposed on
mandatory garbage collection and
on compensation of coal miners
with black lung disease.
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When rush hour becomes
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Club 50 Gold Travel
Program Presents A Trip To:
New York City
December 2-5, 2001
The package includes the
following:
• Round trip air fare
• 4 days/3 nights
• Tickets for two theatre pyrfilnimnros
11Beauty and the Beast.
21Christmas Spectacular iltockettesi
• 3-full breakfasts & 3-dinners (including Window's on the World)
• 2 full days of sightseeing and shopping: -Statue of Liberty; Ellis
Island; Empire State Building Observatory; Macy's Fifth Ave. ,hopping; and much more...
Motor coach transportation is included to all events.
Costs: $1,389 per person (double)

1.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Two
former students who became central figures in a censorship case
have settled their lawsuit over confiscation of yearbooks that displeased administrators at Kentucky
State University.
A federal appeals court in January ruled that the university violated the free-speech rights of its
students by suppressing the yearbook — a 1993-94 edition of The
Thoro bred.
The university decided against
further appeals. That cleared the
way for a settlement of terms,
rather than having a federal judge

set damages.
The university agreed to pay
former students Charles Kincaid and
Capri Coffer $5,000 each. Coffer
was editor of the yearbook. Their
attorneys were awarded $60,000
in fees and costs.
In addition, the university agreed
to distribute the yearbooks, which
have been locked away somewhere
on the campus since 1994.
The legal defense fund of the
Society of Professional Journalists
gave $4,000 to help underwrite
the case. On Thursday, plaintiffs'
attorneys Bruce On,vin and Winter Huff, both of Somerset, reimbursed the fund.

Wilkinson reveals records
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Former Kentucky Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has agreed to let creditors examine his financial records and to
live on a $20,833 monthly budget
for three months.
He has also agreed to set 90-day
budgets for the various businesses
with which he is connected.
In return, the creditors — including the largest creditor in the
case, The United Co. — have
agreed to set aside motions for U.S.
Bankruptcy Court to appoint a trustee to oversee Wilkinson's business
affairs, and to have his personal accountant and officials in his bookstore companies examined under
oath.

The agreement, signed by Judge
William Howard, was filed in
bankruptcy court in Lexington on
Friday.
Creditors hope the agreement
will show what happened to hundreds of millions of dollars in loans
to Wilkinson.
Wilkinson filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection Feb. 5. Three
and a half weeks later, his college
bookstore companies, Wallace's
Bookstores Inc. and Wallace's
Book Co., also filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy.
Wilkinson has since filed financial statements showing he has assets of $86.8 million and liabilities
of $418.4 million.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Two house fires Saturday and Sunday resulted in total losses. On Saturday, a house fire at 1813 Alton Road brought six trucks and 20 personnel. On arrival, the house was engulfed with flames. Two outside buildings were destroyed as well. On Sunday, seven trucks and 20 personnel responded to a fire at 3764 Shoemaker Road. The forestry department was
also called to assist with putting out surrounding wooded areas that had
caught fire.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• Mike Cunningham, 44, 133 Cherry Corner Road, was arrested Friday
for defrauding a secured creditor for more than $100. He is lodged in the
Calloway County Jail on a $2,500 cash bond.
(Information gatheredfrom reports, citations and logsfrom respective
agencies.)

Experience the Smallest,
Most Advanced, Digital
Hearing Aid in the World.
Experience The
•100% Digital CD Sound Quality
•Totally Automatic
The road to work is paved with dents and dings. If you get
rammed in a traffic jam, can you afford to repair or
replace the transportation you depend on? Shelter auto
insurance coverage can help smooth the wrinkles and
crinkles you encounter along life's highway.

Information night for the New York trip is scheduled for:
Tues., March 27, 2001, 5:30 p.m. at the North Banking Centel
located at 12th & Chestnut St., Murray, KY
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Other trips scheduled are:
April 5 • Nashville, TN • Southern Womens Show
:NIA 11 - New Harmony, IN - antique shops/lunch at the Red Geran,,,,
Oct 23-24 - Lexington. KY i Kerneland

Call Cathy Stockdale at 767-2265 or Brenda
Sykes at 767-2290 for more information.

the members of SEA.
Glenda Jennings, proprietor of
the store, began the group several years ago after she saw a common thread in the different people coming to her store.
"The people were coming here,
and they didn't know anyone else
who practiced their beliefs," she
said. "Gradually, I started to find
other people for them to talk to,
and suddenly it just came together."
Jennings said she actively tries
to help people find what they're
looking for without trying to convert them to a way.
"We never tell people what to
believe," she said. "If someone
wants to learn about a religion,
I'll try to get the right literature
in so they can do it right. Basically, that's what SEA is all about."
And in the end, Kresch said,
there isn't much difference between
alternative religions and those considered mainstream. It's mostly in
the terminology.
"What we call a spell is simply focusing on making something
happen," she said. "If you're studying for a test, and you're praying
that you're going to make an 'A,'
well, honey, you just casted a
spell. It's just a different word."
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Couple:Judge
violated rights
RACELAND, Ky. (AP) — A
Greenup County couple says a judge
violated their constitutional rights
by granting visitation for their two
children to their grandparents, who
the couple say are abusive.
In January, Boyd Circuit Judge
C. David Hagerman invoked a
state law giving judges wide discretion in visitation cases, when
he ruled that Bennie and Brenda
Johnson can see the children of
their son, Scott Johnson, and his
wife, Amanda.
Under the court order, 3-yearold Dylan arid 16-month-old Ashby
were to spend Saturday at Ashland Town Center with their grandparents.
Scott Johnson contends his father
isn't fit to see the children. He
said he suffered beatings as a
child.
"Abusive parents age into abusive grandparents," Scott Johnson
said. "No one can tell us what is
best for our own kids."
Scott Johnson, 24, and Amanda, 23, spent three days in jail
earlier this month for defying the
judge's ruling. They were later
released, and reluctantly agreed to
a second mall visit.
Bennie Johnson, a retired engineer, admits he once shook his
son "like a dog shakes a possum"
in their home 15 years ago. But
he contends the incident was isolated.
"He got about three or four whippings in his whole life," Bennie
Johnson said.
Last summer, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that parents have the
right under the 14th Amendment
to decide what is best for their
children. The 6-3 ruling overturned
a Washington law authorizing
judges to order that children be
turned over to grandparents or
other relatives for visits.
The decision was the court's
first on the issue of court-ordered
grandparent visitation, but the
Washington law was broader than
Kentucky's law, which remains in
force. Still, constitutional law
experts believe the younger John-
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Lieberman wants
quick tax refund

sons have a legitimate complaint.
"One of the fundamental 14th
Amendment issues is the upbringing of children," said David Hudson, a constitutional law expert
based in Nashville, Tenn. "If someone is a fit parent, he has an
argument that his 14th Amendment interests are paramount."
But about the same time that
the Supreme Court issued its ruling, Thomas Howe, Boyd County's domestic relations commissioner, concluded that Scott Johnson's problems with his father
grew out of "vindictiveness" and
had nothing to do with the fitness of the older man to see his
grandchildren.
Hagerman said he found no reason to believe the children would
be harmed and used the state law
to uphold Howe's conclusion.
During this year's General
Assembly session, an effort to
ARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
modify Kentucky's law failed. Rep.
CYCLING TEAM...Tyler Houston, 4, gets a steadying hand
Mike Cherry, D-Princeton, introfrom his older brother, Michael, 7, as they learn bicycle
duced a bill to require "clear and
skills in front of their home on 12th Street in Murray Saturconvincing" proof that grandparday.
ent visitation is in the best interest of the child. The bill passed
the House 50-49 but never reached
the Senate floor.
Rep. Rob Wilkey, D-Franklin,
offered an amendment to Cherry's
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's alerson, R-Mo.
bill aimed at adoption cases, like most planting time, and some
American companies that make
the one involving a Greenup Coun- growers have a dilemma.
agricultural-grade ammonium nity couple who are spending their
Ammonium nitrate, a fertilizer
trate complained to the U.S. Interthird weekend in jail to shield that helps corn grow by boosting
national Trade Commission that
their 9-year-old daughter from her nitrogen in the soil, is a lot more
foreign goods were being unfairly
biological grandmother in Ohio.
expensive than last year, for reapriced to harm them, first by Russia
The amendment would block vis- sons unrelated to food or farming.
in 1999, then Ukraine last year.
itation rights to grandparents who
The price of natural gas, an inOnce the commission began inshow little interest in a child before gredient in the fertilizer, skyrockvestigating, imports declined and
the natural parents lose custody.
eted at the same time a trade disprices rose; that is typical in trade
The Greenup couple, David and pute choked off cheap ammonium
disputes. After a complaining U.S.
Melanie Brown, say they are pre- nitrate from overseas.
industry has won a preliminary rulpared to serve jail time until their
"It's very complicated and very
ing, importers are required to put
daughter. Odessa, turns 18. The interesting," said Rep. Jo Ann Emup money against possible penalBrowns have said their daughter
does not respond well to the visits, and that the girl no longer
wishes to see her grandmother.
'FREE 1st Month Programming
135.99/ms lot Top 100 Chancis
"We're not anti-grandparent,"
'FREE Professional Installation
*30•DAY Satisfaction Gmarantee
Melanie Brown said. "The more
'HBO, Showtime, Cinemas and PPV
'TWO Receiver System
people you have loving your chilUilONT oNo
dren, the better. But we don't feel
99
"Digital Picture, CD Quality Sound"
this is good for Odessa."
'America's Top 50 Channels only 521.99Imo.' is available
WIN

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Joseph Lieberman, the 2000 Democratic vice presidential nominee,
wants an immediate $300 tax refund for every worker in America
to stimulate the economy.
The Connecticut senator says
the quick tax cut, which he estimates would cost about $60 billion,
should be enacted without regard to
any long-term tax reduction, such
as those proposed by President
Bush and by congressional Democrats.
"If we try to work that out, it
will be next year before we get any
money back to people," Lieberman
said on "Fox News Sunday." "Let's
cut checks and send what comes to
$300 to every one of the almost
200 million taxpayers in America
— Mon, Dad, kids, whoever
worked and does the payroll tax or
income tax."
Lieberman noted that the tax cut
proposed by Bush — though expected to cost at least $1.6 trillion
over 10 years — would offer little
to taxpayers this year — only about

$5.6 billion, in fact.
-The economy needs help now,"
Lieberman said. Because most of
the tax cut he proposes would go to
working families, "they're going to
spend it. And that's what the economy needs for a bit of a lift right
now."
He said the refund checks
should start going out quickly after
the bill is signed into law. "I think,
from what we're finding out, that
the treasury can do that pretty
quickly," Lieberman said.
Republican senators also are
calling for a tax cut worth about
$60 billion this year in the interest
of stimulating an economy that has
been struggling to maintain its record of 10 consecutive years of
growth. And although Bush has insisted that his bill is the right size,
he hinted Friday that he could accept a bigger immediate stimulus.
While Democratic congressional
leaders insist that Bush's tax cut is
much too large, they are calling for
a quick, sizable reduction to help
the economy.

Gas prices push up fertilizer costs
ties.
The U.S. manufacturers won
their case against Russia and got a
preliminary finding that Ukrainian
imports also were illegally priced.
The commission is scheduled to
make its final ruling in June.
To help farmers, Emerson wants
the agency to drop its investigation.
She accuses U.S. fertilizer companies of being greedy and selling
their natural gas on the open market
for big profits instead of using it to
make fertilizer.
The fertilizer companies say that
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is not what happened. They routinely buy and sell natural gas futures, and those sales have had
nothing to do with decisions on
how much ammonium nitrate they
produce, the companies contend.
In some cases, said Valerie
Slater, a lawyer representing five
fertilizer producers, the companies
are still hurting and may not make
a profit this year.
"U.S. ammonium nitrate producers have been victimized by the gas
price spikes as much as farmers,"
she said.
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Plan goes by wayside
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — for
the second time in as many years,
the state Senate killed legislation
that might make it easier for struggling Kentucky counties to consolidate.
Rep. Charles Geveden, D-Wickliffe, the veteran chairman of the
House State Government Committee, has embraced county consolidation as one of his legislative burdens.
Both times, the bill sailed
through the House. most recently
by an 82-16 vote on Feb. 20. Both
times, it failed in the Senate.
Senate Majority Floor Leader
Dan Kelly, R-Springfield, said the
only objection he heard to the legislation was its cost, though in
the 2001 version there was no
money attached.
Geveden's original proposal in
2000 would have made as much
as $5 million available to counties that merged, but the money
was taken out before the measure
ever got to a vote in the Senate
Appropriations and Revenue Committee, where it was promptly
killed anyway.
The 2001 version did include
a provision to indicate the legislature could be generous in the
future to counties that merged.
The bill was sent to the State
and Local Government Committee in the Senate this year, where
it was approved. It died in the
full Senate without a vote.
Kentucky has 120 counties, more
than all but one other state. The
last one was created in 1912 when
McCreary County was carved out
of parts of Pulaski, Wayne and
Whitley counties. Once upon a time,
the idea was to have the county
seat within a day's ride.
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Associated Press Writer
While the legislature can create counties, it can also eliminate
or consolidate them, though it has
never reduced the number. And
there are provisions in existing
law that let counties consider consolidation if voters petition to do
so.
Geveden said the existing law
leaves too many unresolved issues.
It does not, for example, say what
should happen to an existing county seat that is not chosen as the
seat of a newly merged county.
It is also vague on what happens to incumbent county officeholders and would create only
three magisterial districts in a new
county.
The current law also requires
a petition signed by 5 percent of
the total number of registered voters to begin the consolidation effort.
would
Geveden's
proposal
require a petition from 20 percent
of the number of voters who cast
ballots in the last presidential election to begin consolidation.
Or it could also begin with an
ordinance from a county fiscal
court.
The now-dead bill also covered
such items as drawing up to eight
magisterial district lines, ensuring
that the offices in the county seat
not chosen would have to remain
open as branches for at least 10
years and the placement of two
to five proposed names for the

new county on the election ballot.
Geveden said some county officials, whom he has declined to
identify, have told him they would
take advantage of the consolidation provisions if it was worth
their while.
The incentives contained in
Geveden's original 2000 proposal
would have meant a state cash transfer, but later versions included
preferences for state grants.
Some counties in Geveden's
home territory in the Jackson Purchase could be among those that
could most benefit.
Hickman and Carlisle counties
have the third and fourth lowest
populations in the state, respectively. Fulton County, adjacent to
them, is the 10th smallest, according to 2000 census figures released
last week.
Menifee and Wolfe counties, also
among the 10 smallest; might be
candidates for consolidation.
Harlan, Letcher and Leslie,
which adjoin each other in the far
southeast corner of the state, were
among the 14 counties that lost
population from 1990 to 2000.
Hickman and Fulton counties,
which are in Geveden's senate district, also lost population.
Geveden said he will make
another go at making county con•
solidation easier in the 2001 legislature.

The invention of America
WASHINGTON (AP) — For a
short, shy man, James Madison
casts a long, emphatic shadow.
Its measure is being taken again
this month on the 250th anniversary of the birth of a Virginian
many consider the architect of the
American republic.
Madison's legacy is invoked in
every meshing of the gears of the
Constitution: as the president acts,
Congress votes, the courts rule.
politicians vie for office, newspapers publish and people assert their
rights.
"He now appears so central that
he has been called 'THE founding father." Lance Banning, a professor of history at the University of Kentucky, told a Library of
Congress symposium on March 16,
Madison's birthday.
"Scholars almost universally
acknowledge that this great Virginian was so absolutely central
at so many points in the creation
of the federal republic that the
well-informed can hardly fail to
see its founding partly through his
eyes," said Banning, author of the
1997 book, "Sacred Fire of Liberty, James Madison and the Founding of the Federal Republic."
The scholarly, widely read Madison was the Constitution's chief
engineer.
He was in large part responsible for its intricate counterbalancing of competing political and governmental powers.
He helped build the intellectual case for its ratification as one
of the three writers of The Federalist Papers.
"What is government itself, but
the greatest of all reflections on
human nature?" Madison asked in
Federalist No. 51. as he explained
why the rule of law must he universally accepted:
"If men were angels, no government would he necessary. If
angels were to govern men, neither external not internal controls
on government would he neces-

WASHINGTON YESTERDAY

LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
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Press Writer

When convinced of the need.
Madison wrote the Bill of Rights,
the first 10 amendments to the
Constitution, now considered the
cornerstone of American civil liberties.
He championed the amendments
on the floor of the House of Representatives, calling them "prescriptions in favor of liberty"
designed to protect the minority
from being trampled by the majority.
The darkest moment of Madison's half-century and more of
public service came in 1814, during the second of his two terms
as the nation's fourth president,
when British troops drove him
from the capital.
Banning said some scholars suggest Madison grew less capable
as the years moved on and became
"the fumbling president who stumbled into war and fled into Virginia while the British burned the
White House."
But others note that when Madison left office his countryman saw
him favorably and viewed the
inconclusive War of 1812 as a
reaffirmation of American independence, especially after Andrew
Jackson's convincing victory at
New Orleans.
When Madison died in 1836 at
age 85. he was the last surviving
leader of the generation that won
independence and built the institutions necessary for the new
nation's survival and growth.
Madison stood 5 feet. 4 inches tall and weighed but a hundred pounds. short and small even
for his era
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Like Thomas Jefferson and
George Washington, he sprang from
the planter aristocracy of Virginia.
His father's house, Montpelier, was
his home all his life.
After graduating from Princeton University. then the College
of New Jersey, he faced his futare
— one forever shaped by the
American Revolution.
By 1781, Madison was the
youngest delegate to the Continental
Congress established under the
flawed Articles of Confederation.
From that point, his public career
never really ended.
Madison's principal memorial,
soon to be reincased in titanium.
is the Constitution itself, on display at the National Archives.
Montpelier is now owned by
the National Trust for Historic
Preservation.
On Madison's birthday, 2,500
school children holding white stars
and red and white stripes created
a huge living flag on the mansion's front lawn.
But his studious approach to public affairs gets its ultimate tribute
at the James Madison Building of
the Library of Congress, an appropriate shrine for someone who
believed that books and knowledge were underpinnings of human
understanding and a free government.
"What spectacle can be more
edifying or more seasonable than
that of liberty and learning, each
leaning on the other for their mutual and surest support," Madison
wrote in 1822.
The words are engraved on the
building's white marble wall.

I,etters...
Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040.
Murray. KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (270)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mlt@murrayledger.com

KENTUCKY ROUNDUP
The Supreme Court has ruled that since only
The Courier-Journal, Louisville
The dot-com bubble has burst on Wall Street, Congress can regulate interstate commerce, only
but on Main Streets and suburban cul-de-sacs all Congress can step in and require Internet retailers
across America, more and more consumers are to collect and remit sales taxes to the states.
ordering more and more merchandise via the World
Congress has refused to do so, and in fact in
Wide Web. And the states, including Kentucky, 1998 passed a moratorium on any state taxation,
are missing out on more and more sales and use of any kind, on e-commerce.
tax revenue.
But the moratorium ends in October, and most
The inability of the states to compel out-ofstates are trying to streamline their sales and use
state Internet retailers to collect sales taxes sounds,
taxes in an attempt to persuade Congress to help
of course, like a boon for consumers. But it's
them
collect billions of dollars in lost revenue.
unfair to local retailers who have no choice but
That's
why the Kentucky General Assembly has
to collect and pay sales taxes.
just
passed
a bill authorizing the state to particiturns
Kentucky
included,
it
many
states,
Also, in
consumers into scofflaws, because technically they pate in this effort.
A lot of money is at stake. Kentucky, accordowe use taxes on their Internet purchases — even
ing
to one study, will lose as much as $25 mildecide
they'll
if they are unaware of the tax or just
lion this year.
never get caught.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 6: Chicago Tribune: A lesson from the
gunfire in Santee.
This time it was a smiling shooter with a handgun. His casualty list: two students killed and 13
other people hurt at a high school outside San
Diego.
The psychologizing has, of course, begun, with
acquaintances offering answers to the usual questions: What was he really like? Did he have dark
interests? How could his family have missed obvious clues?
This yearning to understand a young killer has
its uses. But it also leads to false assurances. It
allows us to distance ourselves from what happened: We're relieved that we don't know anybody quite like this kid.
Read the news reports and you'll meet several
people in Santee. Calif., who used to enjoy that
same false assurance. The suspect allegedly had
threatened before to shoot someone at the school.
"We didn't think he would do it," one student told
a reporter.
Then there's the parent who says the suspect
spent Saturday night at his house — and talked
about shooting up his high school. What did the
parent do? "I said, 'I don't want a Columbine or
anything happening around here,"' the parent said
Monday. "And now it has because I didn't say
anything." ..
We can't stop every school killer. Never will.
What we can do is listen, and act, when a young
mind starts its slow spin out of control. Millions
of people are listening more carefully than they
were before Columbine. Yes. Santee is a reason to
redouble those efforts. ...
March 5: Seattle Post-Intelligencer on contraceptive coverage:
For the fourth year running, the Washington
Legislature is considering whether to mandate coverage of contraceptives when insurance plans cover
other prescription drugs.
What will it take — an act of Congress? —
for women in this state to he treated fairly? Not
preferably, just equitably. Boiling the debate down
to basics, men received coverage for Viagra when
it came on the market but women have been waiting for decades for the same access to birth control. ...
When ex-Insurance Commissioner Deborah Senn
ordered the issue studied several years ago, she
found that just 30 percent of the insurance plans
provided contraceptive coverage while 77 percent
paid for abortion.
The federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ruled last December that employers who
failed to include contraceptives in their prescription coverage were in violation of the federal Pregnancy Discrimination Act. ...
The evidence is conclusive. Though equalizing
coverage will cost employers more initially, the
costs will be offset by decreases in other direct

and indirect costs, such as fewer maternity cases,
less absenteeism and increased productivity.
The only argument that really matters, though.
is this one: It's the just thing to do.
March 1: The (Youngstown) Vindicator:
President Bush maintained a delicate balance in
his first address to a joint session of Congress.
making an appeal for bipartisan support while not
abandoning the principles on which he stood for
election.
Pretty picture: There was little to find unattractive in the broad picture the president painted
of a nation where taxes would be cut for all, while
at the same time more resources would be channeled to education, medical research, the military.
drug enforcement and debt reduction. Within 10 years,
he said, taxpayers would realize $1.6 trillion in
tax relief and $2 billion in publicly held debt
would be paid off. Paying off more than $2 billion would be impractical because of the nature of
the remaining $1.2 trillion debt, Bush has said.
The political reality is that compromises will
have to be reached. In arriving at those compromises, we hope the president and Congress can
agree that assuring a reduction in the national debt
and protecting Social Security and Medicare are in
the best interests of all Americans.
March 1: The Times-Picayune, New Orleans
on Nothing like the real thing.
You can export beads, masks, king cakes and
all the other trappings of Carnival easily enough.
but the violence that broke out at Fat Tuesday
celebrations in other cities shows that the spirit of
the season is not so easily transported. ...
Folks who live here understand that Carnival is
about having fun, and our visitor,s catch on to that
idea quickly. Fun might mean wearing a naughty
costume or tweaking authority a bit, but it doesn't mean flouting police. And it certainly doesn't
mean hurting people or their property.
A lot of credit for the underlying order in what
might seem the ultimate disorder goes to law
enforcement officials. Our police forces are the
world's experts in crowd control, and they know
better than anyone how to curb negative behavior
without ending the party.
But there's a more fundamental difference between
our celebration and those that are staged in other
cities. It comes down to the people themselves
and how we regard the holiday that's a defining
part of our culture.
Carnival here is much more than an excuse to
drink. It's a party that everyone attends: from chil
dren to maw-maws and pawpaws and everyone in
between. ...
Wannabe cities can drape themselves in all the
purple. green and gold that they can scare up
They can toss trinkets and toss back drinks. They
can even ask New Orleans police for some pointers — which might not be a had idea.
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Gene linked to puberty in girls

Olen L. Garland, 93, Coldwater community, died Sunday. March
25, 2001, at 4:55 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints.
Two brothers, Elbert Garland and Alton Garland, preceded him in
death. Born Sept. 13, 1907, he was the son of the late William Garland and Effie Andrews Garland.
Mr. Garland is survived by one brother, Joe (J.D.) Garland and
wife, Donna. Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Fred Coltharp will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

NEW ORLEANS (AP) -Scientists attempting to figure out
why some girls go through puberty at unusually young ages have
found a surprising culprit - a
gene that speeds up the body's
breakdown of the male sex hormone.
Many believe that the age of
puberty - the time when girls
develop breasts and other sexual
characteristics - is creeping
downward. The most widely held
explanation for this is growing
childhood obesity, along with rich
diets and lack of physical activity.
Morris
Mrs. Myrtle
Futrell, 100, former resident of Poplar Street,
However, genes almost certainMurray, died Sunday, March 25, 2001, at 8:15 p.m. at Christian Health
ly
play
a role in the age of puberCenter, Hopkinsville.
ty,
and
many assumed that the
Her husband, Rupert Ivan Futrell, died in 1965. Born Nov. 22,
1900, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Lonnie most likely players in this sceE. Morris and Jennie Ross Morris. Also preceding her in death were nario would be ones that control
the body's production and use of
four brothers, Ruby A., Rubin J., Ernest and Dallas Morris.
Mrs. Futrell was a member of First United Methodist Church of estrogen.
Research released Sunday at a
Murray.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Margarett Morse, Hopkinsville, meeting of the American Associand Mrs. Patricia A. Wells and husband, Gene, Raleigh, N.C.; one ation for Cancer Research sugson, John M. Futrell and wife, Nell, Tupelo, Miss.; four grandchil- gests a more complicated interplay of hormones, since the body's
dren; seven great-grandchildren; two great-great-granddaughters.
supply of testosterone, the male horJ.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
mone, seems to be a key influence on the timing of puberty.
Dr. Fred F. Kadlubar and colErnest (Mojo) Garner, 83, Paducah, died Friday, March 23, 2001,
leagues from the Food and Drug
at 5 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Administration's National Center
A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a member of Disabled
for Toxicological Research disAmerican Veterans. He was a retired self-employed brick mason and
of Holiness faith.
His wife, Mrs. Lena McGregor Garner, one grandson, one greatgrandson, and five brothers all preceded him in death. He was the
son of the late Rufe Garner and Fronie McDaniel Garner.
Survivors include one daughters, Mrs. Wanda Jean Krone, Paducah; three sons, Joe A. Garner, Ledbetter, and Chester L. Garner and
It you need financial aid to
Curtis E. Garner, both of Paducah; four sisters, Mrs. Sue McKinney,
Mrs. Fronie Eldridge and Mrs. Nancy Brandon. all of Murray, and help pay for college or technical
Mrs. Vickie Reed, Lynn Grove; three brothers, Chester M. Garner and training, the most important step
Leonard Garner, both of Murray, and Morgan Garner, Paducah; six you can take is to complete and
file a Free Application for Federgrandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren; four great-great-grandchildren.
Graveside services were Sunday at 2 p.m. at Fooks Cemetery in al Student Aid (FAFSA).
Marshall County. The Rev. Jim Downey officiated.
You can find a FAFSA at high
Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah was in charge of arrange- school guidance offices, college
ments.
financial aid offices, or at
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to www.fafsa.ed.gov on the Internet.
Lourdes Hospice, 2855 Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42001.
The FAFSA is used to apply for
most need-based state and federal grant, loan, and work-study proMrs. Betty Jo Beard, 70. Center Line, Mich., died Saturday, March grams.
24, 2001, at St. John Mccomb Hospital there.
The Kentucky Higher EducaBorn March 18. 1931, in Calloway County. she was the daugh- tion Assistance Authority(KHEAA)
ter of the late Lawrence L. Dick and Virgie Mae Hill Dick. Also pre- is the state agency that adminisceding her in death were one sister, Bertha Mae Dick, and one broth- ters several student financial aid
er, Elvis Lee Dick.
programs for the Commonwealth
Survivors include her husband. Elmer Lowell (Al) Beard, to whom of Kentucky and provides free inforshe was married Nov. 24, 1955; two daughters, Mrs. Sandra Gail
mation about higher education to
Bongiorno. Madison Heights, Mich., and Mrs. Debra Lynn Corbett students and their families. Since
and husband, Mark, Warren, Mich.; three sons, Gerald Edwin Beard, 1966. KHEAA has helped hunAurora, Ohio. David Alan Beard and wife, Jean, Yale, Mich., and dreds of thousands of students pay
Larry Wayne Beard and wife, Karyn, Washington, Mich.; 18 grandchildren.
Also surviving are five sisters, Mrs. Edna Frances Jones, Sedalia,
Mrs. Margaret Cloys and husband, Adrian, Mrs. Mary Magidsohn and
husband, Eliot, and Ms. Katie West. all of Murray. and Mrs. Gloria
June Bass and husband, Coleman, Warm Springs, Ga.; four brothers,
Raymond Earl Dick and wife. Betty, Clawson, Mich., Elmos Henry
Dick and wife, Dolores, Westland, Mich., and Virgil Dick and wife.
Susie, and Donald Dick and wife, Kris, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Metro Church ot
Christ, Sterling Heights, Mich. Paul Killum will officiate. Burial will
follow in Christian Memorial Cemetery, Rochester, Mich.
Visitation will be at Rudy Funeral Home, Center Line, Mich.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
American Diabetes Association. 1941 Bishop Ln_ Suite 110, Louisville.
KY 40218. or Coldwater Church of Christ, Ladies Bible Class, 8467
St. Rt. 121 North. Murray. KY 42071.

Mrs. Myrtle Morris Futrell

Ernest (Mojo) Garner

,:overed the link in a study of 192
girls ages 9 and 10.
A study published four years
ago found that about half of all
black girls and 15 percent of whites
begin to develop sexually by age
8. The average age of puberty is
about 13 for whites and a year
younger for blacks.
Typically, girls begin breast
development about a year before
their first period. Kadlubar's team
looked for a link between genes
and this change in the randomly
chosen group of girls.
They examined several genes
that control the body's use of
estrogen but found no association
with early puberty. To their surprise, though, they found a strong
link when they tested the girls for
a gene that controls the body's
breakdown of testosterone.
They looked for a particular
variation, called CYPIB1, in a
gene that produces a liver enzyme.
They found that 90 percent of the
girls with two copies of this genetic variation had already begun
breast development by age 9 1/2,
compared with 56 percent of those
with one copy and 40 percent with
no copies.
"It tells us what goes on hormonally during the early stage of
breast development," said Kadlubar.

"Now we have to put testosterone
into the equation."
It has long been known that
estrogen production increases and
testosterone falls during this developmental landmark. Kadlubar said
the CYPIB1 gene, by reducing
testosterone levels, may trigger the
cascade of hormones involved in
the start of breast development.
Early puberty is a concern,
because it increases the risk of
breast cancer later in life. Experts
speculate that, among other things,
early breast development may
increase lifelong exposure to estrogen, which increases the chances
of this malignancy.
Kadlubar said the enzyme he
studied is critically important to
the body's well being, so doctors
are unlikely ever to try tinkering
with it in an attempt to slow

trust

Students must apply with
FAFSA for financial aid

Mrs. Betty Jo Beard

for their higher education.
Grants, scholarships, work-study,
and Federal Family Education
Loans are available to eligible
Kentucky
students
through
KHEAA. All programs except loans
are for Kentucky residents only.
For more information about
KHEAA programs and services,
KHEAA's
Web
visit
site
www.kheaa.com; write to KHEAA,
1050 US Highway 127 S. Frankfort, KY 40601-4323; call (800)
928-8926. extension 7381.

puberty.
However, Dr. Christine B.
Ambrosone of Mount Sinai School
of Medicine in New York City
said it someday may be useful to
screen girls for the genetic variation. Those who have the gene could
be targets for special effort to
delay puberty by slowing their
weight gain and increasing exercise.
"These are groundbreaking studies," she said. "We will need to
see where this goes, but there is
a lot of exciting research for the
future."
Kadlubar said the next step will
be to see if the gene influences
sexual development in boys. In
theory, at least, those with the
CYPI B I gene should develop later
than usual, since they are exposed
to lower levels of testosterone.

trust Vtrast\n la: assured reliance on
the character, ability, strength, or truth
of someone or something.
When it's important. When we only have one chance
to make sure everything is done correctly. We go to the
people we trust. At Miller Funeral Home this means
several things...being available at all times before,
during, and after the funeral; offering a variety of
options to personalize the service; maintaining comfortable surroundings and a warm atmosphere; and
treating each family with all the dignity and professionalism they deserve.
Service, confidence and trust.

RAPE CRISIS
CENTER

Funeral Homes

COUNSELING
SERVICES AVAILABLE
For Adults & Children
1-800-928-7273

311 N. 4th Street.• Murray, KY •(270) 753-4612
304 Barnett Street• Hazel, KY •(270) 492-8758
"Six Generations Of Our Family Serving The Families Of
Murray And Calloway County Since 1847"
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Mrs. Patsy Joy Courtney
The funeral for Mrs. Patsy Joy Courtney will be today at 2 p.m
in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home. Mayfield. The Rev. Paul
McWherter and the Rev. Gary Heath will officiate. Burial will follow
in Dublin Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Courtney, Cadiz, former resident of Murray, died Thursda.v.
March 22. 2001, at 8 p.m. at Vanderbilt Medical Center. Nashville
Ten n.
She was a member of Calvary Baptist Church. Cadiz.
Survivors include her husband, the Rev. Grandville Courtney; one
daughter, Mrs. Lisa Colston and husband. Brad, Cadiz; one son, Steve
Courtney and wife, Susan Enoch, Mayfield; four grandchildren. Jessica Smith and Brandon Colston. Cadiz, and Ashley Courtney and
Michael Courtney, Mayfield; four sisters, Ms. Lois Courtney. Mayfield.
Mrs. Jane Ann Alton. Reidland, Mrs. Tony Nelson. Paducah, and Mrs
Betty Williams, Clear Springs; four brothers, Billy Whitis. Boaz. Tro)
Whitis, Paducah. Jerry Whitis. Metropolis. HI.. and Truman Whiti..
Mayfield.

Night Er Weekend Minutes
For the term of the contract on new two-year service
agreements on all HomeChoice Rate Plans,
$10 per month thereafter.
•.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
The Calloway County High School Media Center is currently updating its collection of yearbooks from previous years.
Melissa Spiceland, media specialist, said the center needs
yearbooks from 1960, 1963, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1975, 1976, 1984,
1990, 1993, 1995, 1996, 1997 and 1998.
Spiceland said if anyone has copies of any of these years
and would like to donate them to the school to contact her at
the high school by calling 762-7374, ext. 114 or e-mail at
mspicela@calloway.k12.ky.us.

Free screening for diabetes
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer a free blood sugar
screening on Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Medical Arts
Pharmacy, 300 South Eighth St., as a part of American Diabetes
Alert Day. A two-hour fasting is required for this screening.

CHECK PRESENTED...Tina Ward, president of Alumni and
Associates of Calloway County Schools, presents a check
to Calloway County High School seniors for Project Graduation. Pictured, from left, are Tony Ryan, Terra Vance,
Ward, and Chase Wallace.

Singles will meet Tuesday

Officials make presentation
Jan Roberson, school psychologist at Paducah City Schools and
and Judy Bradley, school counselor at McCracken County Schools
made a presentation during the 2001
American Counseling Association
Conference in San Antonio, Texas,
March 16 to 20.
Olivia Burr, school social worker in the Paducah City Schools
and a member of the Murray State
University Board of Regents. provided consultation for the presen-

(me
Sentor Circuit
Presented by

Glendale Place
Trudy '11cFarlane
Dutctor

MUSCLING IN
Because its benefits are so overwhelming. strength training is nos
recommended by the American
College of Sports Medicine for virtually everyone over age 50. Muscle
mass declines dramatically after
middle age, by about 15% per
decade beginning at 60(even more
after age 80). This loss of strength.
combined with age-related deficits
in balance and coordination. are
largely responsible for the falls suffered each year by one third of
American adults over 65. Strength
training can substantially slo%
even reverse) these declines,
dramatically lowering the risk
thery of
talls and fractures, rebuilding atrophied muscles, and making joints
.ironger and more flexible. In one
..ase involving 90-year-old nursing
home residents, strength training
increased their muscle mass by an
average 10% after two months.
Experts underscore the importance
of receiving careful instruction in
weight-training equipment and
exercises to maximize benefits and
reduce the nsk of injury. because
weight-training can trigger increases in blood pressure - among other
physiological effects - it is also
important to review any exercise
plan v.ith a doctor. This column is
brought to you by GLENDALE
PLACE. For more information. call
759-1555. We arc located at 905
Glendale Road. "The Affordable
Choice for Independent I avine"

tation related to social work and
Internet communication.
Linda McElya, West Kentucky
Vocational Technical School, assisted in preparing for the presentation.
The presentation, "Internet Consultation and Grant Preparation for
21st Century Counselors," gave
an overview of the potential for
expanding consultation opportunities for counseling professionals
through the use of the Internet.
Roberson and Bradley demonstrated techniques of developing
communication systems nationally
and internationally.
They displayed examples of
Virtual Office Space available to
professionals who wish to make
and maintain contact with other
professionals and members of the
business community interested in
consultation services.
Roberson, a resident of Murray, has used virtual offices to
work with professionals throughout the country.
She has been involved in an
international communication system that allows school psychologists th ughout the world to corn'caw and share strategies and
formation.
Roberson discussed ethical and
legal implications of counseling and
consultation activities related to
new technologies.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

6.00%
(March,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
F ixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guar
anteed for one year upon issue an
is subfect to change on polici
anniversary dates However, regard
less of rate changes over the year,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guaran
tees the rate will never decreasi
below 3 043°,. Since early Surrende,
charges apply, please call

BOB
CORNELISON

Smith and DeLancey
wedding to be June 15
James C. Smith and Mrs. Beverly A. Lovelace of Bowling Green
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Amy Virginia Smith, to Gregory Chadwick DeLancey, son of
Greg and Terri DeLancey of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Bill and Barbara Watt of
Oakland and of Thomas and Jerry Smith of Bowling Green.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Travis and Joanne Hammock
of Murray and of Vincent and Gladys DeLancey of Albertville, Ala.
Miss Smith is a 2000 graduate of Murray State University. She is
employed by the Simpson County Board of Education.
Mr. DeLancey is a 1998 graduate of Christian Fellowship High
School. He is employed by Sears Automotive.
The wedding will be Friday. June 15, 2001, at 8 p.m. at New
Orleans Wedding Chapel, New Orleans, La.

Kenlake Ladies Golf
League lists winners
Sixteen of the Kenlake Ladies
Golf League played a four man
scramble game of golf March 21
at the Kenlake State Park Resort
Golf Course.
Winners of the game was the
team of Norma Stephenson. Louise
Parker, Daisy Durham and D.J.
McCuiston with a score of 33 for
the nine holes..
Other members present were
Mary Madajdczyk, Evelyn Blivin,
Bobbe Manning, Ina Horton, Dotty
Elliott, Joan Clements. Joan Griese-

Marine Corps Pvt. Jettrey L.
Slinker, son of retired Air Force
Senior Master Sgt. and Mrs. Joseph
Slinker of 322 Laurel Lane. Murray, recently completed basic training at Marine Corps Recruit Depot,
Parris Island, S. C.
Slinker successfully completed
12 weeks of training designed to
challenge new Marine recruits both
physically and mentally.
Slinker and fellow recruits began
their training at 5 a.m., by running three miles and performing
calisthenics. In addition to the physical conditioning program, Slink-

753-4703
Ad 099ANN006

644

e44#444,

sropmEns
CRIME 41141411

OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.

29 GAMES

Betty Cardwell, Hazel Hill.
Helen Hubbs, Freda Elkins and
Susan Thetford.
The league has a few openings. If you would like to join
this group, call Dotty Elliott at
1-270-354-6977 or Hazel Hill at
1-270-354-6535 or come by the
pro shop at Kenlake.
The ladies will have their monthly breakfast meeting Wednesday
at 8 a.m. at the Kenlake Lodge
dining room. Golf games will follow the breakfast meeting.
mer,

SERVICE NOTES

CALL

414/A4 HaiMiliMINIMMIMw

Arizo,.>

Amy Smith and Chadwick DeLancey

er spent numerous hours in classroom and field assignments which
included learning first aid, uniform regulations, combat water
survival, marksmanship. hand-tohand combat and assorted weapons
training.
Stinker and other recruits also
received instruction on the Marine
Corps' core values.
Slinker and fellow recruits ended
the training phase with The Crucible. a 54-hour team effort, prob.
lem solving evolution which culminated with an emotional ceremony in which the recruits were
presented the Marine Corps
Emblem, and were addressed as
"Marines" for the first time since
boot camp began.
Stinker is a 2(X)0 graduate of
Calloway County High School.

TACO JOHN'S
2 Crispy Tacos for

(270) 753-9500

goec

Every Tuesday

Play every Tuesday Evening

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at Calloway Inn, South 12th Street, Murray. This will be
game night. The SOS is a for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call. Barbara at 436-5032,
Jackie at 1-270-247-7754, Wendell at 759-0625 or Sandra at 1-270382-2995.

Fibromyalgia group will meet
Fibromyalgia Support Group will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Marlane Newell, phone 753-0043.

Breast Cancer group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Regional Cancer Center.
Brett Miles will conduct a tour of the center. For more information call Evelyn Wallis, phone 489-2462.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will meet Tuesday at 4:30
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Cindy Ragsdale LSW at 762-1108.

Lodge meeting tonight
Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 will meet tonight (Monday)
at 6 p.m. at Hutchens Bar-B-Que, Highway 121 Bypass, Murray.

Oaks ladies plan event
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Murrelle Walker,
phone 753-4517.

Advisory Council will meet
The Advisory Council for Community Education will meet Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. in the West Conference room at the Murray Board
of Education office on South 13th Street. Members are asked to
call Jean at 753-4362 if you cannot attend.

Preview Night at CCHS
Calloway County High School will host a "High School Preview Night for the 8th Grade' on Tuesday from 6 to 7 p.m. in
the school cafeteria. The purpose of the meeting for next year's
freshman class and their parents to ask questions concerning scheduling, credits and diplomas, tour the school, talk to teachers, counselors and principals and see what high school is all about. For
more information call the CCHS Guidance Office at 762-7374, ext.
107 or 108.

AARP Chapter will meet
Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of American Association of
Retired Persons will meet Tuesday at 11:45 a.m. at Green Horse
Restaurant. Eric Kelleher. director of Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens, will be the guest speaker. All members and interested persons are invited. David Roos. president, said a board meeting will be at II a.m. prior to the regular meeting.

SCV meeting Monday
Ft. Heiman Camp #1834 of Sons of Confederate Veterans will
meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in the conference room of the
youth activity building of First United Methodist Church. All members and interested visitors are invited. For more information call
Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.

Great Books Club to meet
Murray Great Books Club will discuss a selection of Marlowe's
"Dr. Faustus" at the meeting tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in the
meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library. Margaret
Vaughn will act as discussion leader. Anyone who has read the
selection is invited to attend and participate. For more information
call 753-1867 or 753-89(X).

Scout sign-up Monday
Sign-Up Night for Cub Scout Pack 982 and Boy Scout Troop
982 will be tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. at 629 Broad St. (on the
corner of Ellis and Broad). Murray. Oasis 4 Life will be conducting its second session of six in a Youth Drug Prevention Seminar
that night also. All interested youth are encouraged to attend and
sign-up for Scouting. All fees are paid by the Housing Authority
of Murray. For information call Faye Cunningham at 753-5000.

6:30pm Speedball 7pm Regular

We Have PULLTABS

Progressive Payouts!
Up to S100 per game depiondrng on I ol players•
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WKMS program goes global
Promises to Keep, a documentary on end-of-life issues from
WKMS-FM, goes global March
26.
A new installment of the program airs at 12:15 p.m. March
26- 30. Listeners can tune in on
91.3 in Murray, 92.1 in Paducah,
99.5 in Pans, Tennessee, or click
on to wk.ms.org to hear the latest
Hospitalized during her final
edition of the series.
"She was put in the room
illness,
The Internet connection is a
away from the nursfurthest
the
made
feature WKMS has recently
just sort of ignored,"
and
station
ing
available to audiences worldwide.
"I sat there with
recalled.
Webb
On March 26 at 12:15 p.m.,
of maybe 3 to 4
period
a
for
her
stumedical
University of Kentucky
came into her
nobody
and
hours
dent and Murray native Keisa Benroom."
nett talks about her first year at
After he retired from private
UK and the rigors of preparing
Webb became a hospice
practice,
to be a physician. She discusses
He also provides trainphysician.
the importance of her studies, pardoctors in end of
other
for
ing
•
stuwhere
ticularly anatomy class,
care issues.
palliative
and
life
dents dissect a human cadaver.
28, PromisMarch
p.m.
12:15
At
"You want to learn to make
departmusic
the
to
turns
Keep
to
es
a
as
and
decisions as a doctor
State University,
Murray
at
ment
it's
think
I
"So
said.
she
person,"
Almquist is preparreally important to see death first where Dr. Brad
an upcoming perfor
students
ing
with
terms
to
and have to come
the Brahms Requiem
of
formance
yourself."
it
Symphony and
George Webb, a hospice doc- with the Paducah
8.
and
7
April
chorus
featured
is
,
tor from Louisville
1 special revfeel
students
The
retired
A
27.
March
p.m.
at 12:15
anesthesiologist, he became inter- erence for the mus.e, since they
ested in end of life issues when sang its fourth movement several
his sister was dying of breast can- years ago at the fineral of a fellow student, Erin onn. She colcer.

lapsed and died of an undetected
heart ailment during an opera workshop rehearsal in 1998.
On March 29, at 12:15 p.m.,
Promises to Keep focuses on a
unique book chat group that Murray teacher Holly Bloodworth will
be conducting for three sessions
in April.
Bloodworth talks about children's literature that reflects the
theme of death, and explains how
a chat group works. "This is really a fun chance to talk to grown
ups and people their own age
about serious issues," she declared.
On March 30 at 12:15 p.m.,
Promises to Keep meets Taira
McAfee, Mayfield, Kentucky, who
has launched a project to help a
bereaved family in the aftermath
of their daughter's murder.
The body of the victim, 18year-old Jessica Curran, was found
at Graves County Middle School
last August. As news of her death

'Survivor' contestant promotes legislation
and boost incentives for businessputer skills to stadents.
Bingham, of Crittenden, has es that donate quality high-tech
equipment. The bill was introduced
taught at Grart County for 14
last year but stalled in committee,
years. One of us classes provides
Lucas said.
an introductirn to freshmen on
Under Lucas' proposal a core
comuse
that
various profeisions
group of teachers would receive
puters.
computer training and
Lucas is asking Bingham to extensive
that knowledge with other
share
their
write
to
people
encourage
congressrrun in support of the bill. teachers.
"Survivor: The Australian OutBinghan said he should have
revolves around a weekly
back"
about
to
talk
oiportunities
many
to see who of 16 comcompetition
meets
he
because
legilation
the
be voted out off the
will
petitors
a lot ff. people who watch the
remaining contestant
last
The
island.
show.
million.
$1
wins
mil$10
provide
will
bill
Th
Bingham, 53, has made it
lion n grants for classroom-relateight episodes.
through
teachers,
for
ed omputer training
runs at 8 p.m. EST
show
The
$1,000
to
up
of
credit
tax
a
cre1e
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Movie
nights.
Thursday
a tear for technology expenses on CBS,
star Doris Day can't turn away a
stray.
She owns several dogs, and
recently took in a Maltese that
someone dropped off — scrawny
8 oz. Bottle of Emerald Bay
jf
and dirty — at the Nebraska
Tanning Lotion With Any
Humane Society.
Package $30 & Up
Day, 76, made 39 films and
had two television series. In 1987
V.I.P. Members Tan All Month $23.59)
she founded the Doris Day An
mal League, a national lobbyng
organization for animal ries
issues. A priority of the leagu( is
759-3343
encouraging the spaying and euShoppes of Murray
tering of dogs and cats.

FORT Mitchell, Ky. (AP) —
Grant County High School teacher
"Kentucky Joe" will use his newfound stardom from the hit show
"Survivor" to ask Congress to
enhance computer training for
teachers.
Rodger Bingham agreed Friday
at a meeting in Fort Mitchell with
U.S. Rep. Ken Lucas to promote
legislation that provides money to
better equip teachers to teach corn-

circulated, so did gossip and rumors
Taira McAfee, a writer and a practical nurse, designed a calendar in
Jessica's memory to commemorate
her as a vibrant young woman
who had hopes and dreams like
other young people of her age.
"We are so pleased That Promises to Keep is now available to
listeners around the world, since
the WKMS site has the capability to broadcast programs on the
web," said producer Constance
Alexander. "Now our end of life
stories can be heard wherever someone is hooked up to the Net."
Promises to Keep is community partnership of Alexander, the
Department of Nursing of Murray
State University, and WKMS-FM.
The project is funded by the Kentucky Arts Council and Sound Partners for Community Health.
The. Kentucky Arts Council is
a state agency in the Education,
Arts & Humanities Cabinet, with
support from the National Endowment for the Arts.
Sound Partners for Community
Health is a program of the Benton Foundation, funded by The
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,
which is dedicated to improving
health and health care in 'America.

ASHLEE REDDEN AND JUSTICE JAMES KELLER

Redden attends Kentucky
Supreme Court session
Ashlee Redden, a fifth-grade
student of Murray Middle School
was invited by Kentucky Supreme
Court Justice James Keller to attend
session March 15.
Redden was accompanied by
her mother, her uncle, Mike Mathis, UAW Representative for Kentucky, and her aunt, Yolanda Mathis of Lexington formerly of Benton. Ashlee sat in on the session
Michael
John
for

Montgomery/Atlantic Records.
Afterward, a photo session withKeller was taken and a tour of
the Capital. Also included was a
private tour of the governor's office.
Redden is the daughter of Paul
and Ramona Redden and sister of
Matthew Swift. She is the granddaughter of Trilma Mullins and
the late Benton Mullins of Benton and the late Charles and Peggy
Redden of Murray.
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Unlimitei calling to other Cingular customers
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Folks, thee's a new wireless company in town with 20 million
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Cingular Vireless is the coming together of 11 companies.

TODAY.

To kick iings off, when you sign up with Cingular Wireless,
you'll gt unlimited calls with other Cingular customers in
your mbile to mobile calling area. So you don't have to
worry .bout your minutes running out. Plus, you can send
unlim.ed text messages. All you have to do is activate a
Cingiar Home— plan with access of $29.99 or higher.
So sirt gabbing, unlimited, with all your buddies.
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Its ur way of making it easy for you to express yourself, 24f7
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MURRAY-CALIDWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
ADDICTION

Community Events

MONDAY, APRIL 2
6 - 7 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
Presented by special guest Lt. Colonel R. Mike Paul from the Four Rivers Behaviroal Health
Center. During this session, he will cover the four phases of alcohol/drug use leading to
addiction. Specific areas which will be discussed include: High-risk and low-risk choices,
tolerance and trigger levels, psychological and physical addiction and social dependence.
For more information, call the Center for Health Sz \\Fellness at 762-1348.

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the classes
Maternity Service. Pre-registration is required for
all classes. For more information, to arrange for a
personalized tour of the Miracle Moments Maternity Unit or to

pre-register for any classes, call(270) 762-1425.
MURRAY-AprilPteparedChildbirth
MURRAY-MayPirpared Childbirth

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES IN MODERATION
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4
Noon to 12:30 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness
The Dietary Guidelines for Americans suggest that if you drink alcoholic beverages, drink only
in moderation. This seminar will review tips on how to include alcohol safely into your diet!
We will answer questions like: Does red wine protect against heart disease? What are the risks
associated with consuming alcohol? Join Registered Dietitian Rebecca Wright, at the Center
for Health and Wellness for an education session on alcoholic beverages and your diet! We
hope to see you there! For more information, please call the Wellness Center at 762-1348.

MON., APRIL 2, 9, 16, & 23
7-9 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness

HIDDEN SOURCES OF SODIUM
TUESDAY, APRIL 10
3 - 4 p.m. • MCCH Private Dining Room
In this seminar, MCCH dietetic intern, Jennifer Brown from Murray State University will
include a review of the cardiac diet and will discuss the hidden sources of sodium in foods.
For more information or to register, call Mary Cody, R.N. at 762-1248.

SUMMER TIME SOOTHERS
TUESDAY, APRIL 10
4 to 4:30 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness (716 Poplar Street)
Debbie Wiles, R.N. from MCCH's Emergency Department will present this seminar complete
with several summer time soothers for bee sting emergencies, heat exhaustion, sunburnrelief
and more! For more information or to register, call Mary Cody, R.N. at 762-1248.

ALZHEIMER'S
DISEASE
INFORMATION
Support Group Meetings
TUESDAY, APRIL 10 & 24
4:30 p.m. • Board Room

Memories Group
for Alzheimer's Clients
FRIDAY, APRIL 13 & 17
10 a.m. • Private Dining Rm
For information about any
Alzheimer's disease
meetings, contact Cindy
Ragsdale,(270) 762-1108.

FIBROMYALGIA
SUPPORT
TUESDAY, APRIL 24
7:00 p.m. • Third Floor
Education Unit
Contact Marlane Newell,
(270)753-0043.

HOW ALCOHOL AFFECTS THE BODY WORKING OUT
MONDAY, APRIL 23
7 - 7:3•0 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
•
Presented by Exercise Specialist Adam Blalock and Fitness Coordinator Brooks Barton, this
seminar will review the definition of moderation, the effects of moderate alcohol consumption
on the body versus excessive consumption and how alcohol effects the components of
exercise. For more information, please call the Wellness Center at 762-1348.

p\sysIdau

GETTING MOTIVATED- HOW TO EFFECTIVELY SET GOALS FOR
YOURSELF

iyvved,Ori

There's No Better Time To
Enjoy Life!
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's PrimeLife, the
exciting health and wellness
program for people age 55 and
older, is gearing up for an
activity-filled spring.
MONDAY- FRIDAY

FitFor We
If you're a PrimeLife member
and interested in a healthy
exercise workout, come join us!
Classes meet each Monday
through. Friday from 9 to 10 a.m.
at the Center for Health &
Wellness. For more information
on PrimeLife, call 762-15(x) or
1-800-822-1840
TUESDAY, APRIL 178 WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 18, 2001

Ilmica Spring Break!
The Horseshoe offers exciting,
non-stop gaming, ultimate
entertainment and four fabulous
restaurants. It also offers one of
the most extensive, high quality
buffets in Tunica. Prices are as
follows: (per person) Single
$155, Double $131, Triple $128,
and Quad $126.
Call 762-159() or 1-800-822-1840,
ext. 590 for a for a complete
itinerary.

TUESDAY, JULY 16,2001

SpringMysterybur

Memphis Day Tour

Spring into spring with a fun
mystery tour that is sure to
please your eyes and the
palette. You are in for a real
treat! Some of the best things
in life are what is unexpected
so join us for this mystery tour!
$49 per person.
Call 762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590 for a
reservation!

The British Museum's vast
collection of Egyptian antiques
is among the most
comprehensive collections in
the world outside Cairo. The 150
objects will be arranged
chronologically to reveal the
development of Egyptian art over
35 centuries. Please join us for
this educational fun filled day!
$74 per person (lunch included)
Call 762-1590 or
l-800-822-1840,•ext. 590 for a
reservation!

FRIDAY,JIM 15,2001

Manic Day Tour
The opryland Hotel is host to a

new Manic Exhibit with
almost 2000 artifacts on
display. Many of these items
were recovered from the
northern Atlantic in the last
year and have never been seen
by the public. This is a historic
exhibit and the first of its kind
in middle Tennessee. If you
saw the exhibit in Memphis,
this one will further complete
your interest. Lunch will be at
the entertaining Rainforest
Café. The cost is $64 per
person.
Call (270) 762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590 for a
reservation!

This trip is one you can not
miss! Head through the Western
Mountains and see the beautiful
countryside via Amtrak. The
group will fly from Nashville to
Denver and board Amtrak for 8
days of sightseeing and
relaxation.
Call 762-1590 or 1-800-822-1840,
ext. 590 for a for a complete
itinerary and prices.
For more information on
PrimeLife, to become a member
or to register for one of these
events, please contact us at
762-1590 or 1-800-822-1840, ext.
590.

DEPRESSION
SUPPORT

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11
6:30 p.m.• Administration
Annex Conferente Rm
Contact MCCH Chaplain
Kerry Lambert at
(270)762-1274.

WEDNESDAYS, APRIL 4 & 18
10:30 a.m.• Private Dining Rm
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN,
(270) 489-2284 or Janie at
(270)753-9015.

MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS
SUPPORT

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS
THURSDAY, APRIL 26
7:30 p.m.• Board Room
Contact Hilda Bennett at
(901)498-8324 or Perry
Lambert, MCCH Chaplain,
(270)762-1274.

PARKINSON'S
SUPPORT
TUESDAY, APRIL 10
1:00 p.m.• West View
Nursing Home
Contact Dixie Hopkins,
speech language pathologist, at(270) 762-1573.

THURSDAY, APRIL 19
7:00 p.m. • Board Room
Contact Sherial
Underwood,(270) 759-8516

BREAST CANCER
SUPPORT
TUESDAY, APRIL 24
6:30 p.m. • Private Dining Rm
.Contact Evelyn
at
(270)489-2462.

Looking For A Doctor?
We Wrote The Book
1-80042-6224
For your FREE
Physician Directory, call

Mmi
egl
ome
T

he hospital's Health Express will be offering glaucoma screenings, blood pressure
and pulse checks at its stops during April.
Glaucoma, a disease of the optic nerve caused by the eye's inability to withstand
increased inner pressure, is a leading cause of blindness in the U.S. However, it is
preventable.
The following are some glaucoma statistics:
-- Most types of glaucoma do not have warning signs in early stages.
-- A screening every two years is suggested even if there is no family history.
-- If there is family history of glaucoma, an annual screening is suggested.
-- When detected early, glaucoma can be treated easily with special eye 4rops.
These screenings are offered to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are
no symptoms of disease. If you are experiencing symptoms, you should see your
physician.
TUESDAY. APRIL 3
•

OCTOBER 4- 11,2001
Colorado Aspen Rau
Spectacular

BEREAVEMENT
SUPPORT

More than 100 doctors and 28 medical specialties
for complete family healthcare.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25
Noon - 12:30 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness
Presented by Wellness Center Health Educator Elaine Rapp. Motivation provides the energy
necessary for action to occur and be sustained! This session will review goal setting and ways
to motivate yourself in order to achieve your goals for a healthy mind, body and soul. For more
information, contact the Wellness Center at 762-1348!

MONDAY, MAY?,2001

MON., MAY 7, 14, 21, & 28
7-9 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness

SUPPORT GROUPS

DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
THURSDAY, APRIL 5 & FRIDAY, APRIL 6
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.• Third Floor Education Unit
A two-day course on diabetes self-management will be held for persons with diabetes. Topics
such as nutrition, exercise, medications, foot, skin and dental care and more will be covered.
Pre-registration is required. For more information or to register, contact Certified Diabetes
Educator Ann Ingle, R.N., C.D.E., at 762-1490.

listed here as part of our Miracle Moments

TERNITY CARE

Murray
Kroger
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m

TUESDAY, APRIL 10
•
•

Ken Lake
Ken Lake State Park Hotel
8:30 11:30 a.m
Aurora
Harringtons Lake Stop
1:00- 3:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11
•

Murray
Save A Lot
830 11 30 a m
12 30 3-00 p m

THURSDAY, APRIL 12
•

Paris, TN
Wal-Mart
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Hazel
Dees Bank
1:00- 3:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18
•

Murray
Wellness Center
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30- 3:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 19
•

Buchanan, TN
Post Office
9:00 11:30 a.m.
Jones Mills, TN
Raineys' Grocery
1:00- 3:00 p.m.

TUESDAY. APRIL 24
•

•

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25
•

Murray
Court Square
8:30- 11:30.m
12:30- 3:00 pm

THURSDAY, APRIL 26
•

Cadiz
First Baptist Choch
9:00 11:30 a.m.
Canton
Lakeview One Slop
1 .00 300 p m .

Kirksey
Post Office
8:30 11:30 a.m.

Almo
464 & 1824 Intersection
1:00- 3:00 p.m.

16MURRAY-CAUEMAY COUNTY HC6PITAL
803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
1-800-342-6224 • 270-762-1100

www.murrayhospital.org
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Agriculture should be promoted

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane off East Sycamore Street, features
this short haired female white and black cat, two years old,
named Chloe, left, and this Rottweiler mix male dog, two
years old, named Sam among the many animals available
for adoption. Shelter officials urge persons to call the shelter if they have lost or found an animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Saturday and closed on Sunday. For information
call 759-4141.

Tree planting can
make land useful
Kentucky has hundreds of thousands of acres of unproductive
land. This includes abandoned pasture, worn-out cropland, eroded
areas, small parcels cut off by creeks
or ditches, areas too steep to cultivate, and those so wet that raising a crop is not feasible.
There are even woodlands that
have been so badly damaged by
fire, livestock grazing, or mismanagement that they are no longer
considered productive.
Tree planting is recommended
in areas where these conditions
exist. Planting trees represents an
excellent way to make economically productive use of idle or
unproductive land.
Matching the right tree species
to the site's characteristics or soil
type is the key to successful tree
planting and survival. The Kentucky
Division of Forestry recommends
that landowners have a Forest
Stewardship Plan developed for

their property before doing any
tree planting or harvesting. Division foresters are available to work
with landowners at no charge to
write their stewardship plan based
on their land use goals.
If you would like to develop a
forest stewardship plan for your
property, contact the Division of
Forestry to have a forester examine your planting site and make
recommendations for the tree
species that is most suited to your
site.
Contact Service Forester Rick
Johnson at (270) 247-3913 or 1800-866-0802 or contact Ron Talent, ranger technician for Calloway
County at (270) 753-9894.
When you're ready to select
and plant your trees, contact your
local Farm Service Agency (FSA)
or Natural Resource Conservation
Service (NRCS) office to determine if cost-share assistance is
available.

Burley tobacco cooperative
leader makes visit to China
Danny McKinney, chief executive officer of the Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative Association, recently visited China to
establish coalitions and explore
marketing opportunities of U.S. burley tobacco in China.
The purpose of this initial visit
was to meet with and develop a
working relationship with tobacco
and trade officials of China. McKinney was accompanied by Chris
Vick, Cameron Turley and Zhang
Shouqing of Andreae, Vick.& Associates. LLC, a consulting firm the
burley co-op hired to aid in securing burley sales in China.
McKinney traveled to China Feb.
25 and returned March 3. During
his visit he met with several key
individuals in China's tobacco
industry.
Some of those individuals
included Guo Shengsuo, vice president; Ling Yi, deputy general manager of the leaf department; and
Bian Ka. deputy director, all of
whom are with China National
Tobacco Import & Export Corporation.
He also met with Zhou Shang)
ong, vice president of China National Leaf Tobacco Corporation; Wang
Hong, deputy division chief of the
foreign liaison division of China
State Tobacco Monopoly Administration, and Thou Ruizeng, director of the general affairs office
and foreign affairs department for
the China State Tobacco Monopoly Administration.
This trip was a first step in
the plan to sell U.S. burley tobac
co to China.
This venture became a reality
when U.S. Congress signed an
unprecedented trade agreement with
China. Selling U.S. burley to China
has had many obstacles with one
of the main problems being the
potential of blue mold contamination in China.
Many studies, discussions and
visits by Chinese officials have

calmed this concern greatly. A protocol has been signed and McKinney said he is confident that the
blue mold issue will be resolved.
The potential of a new market
with China' gives hope to tobacco growers in a time when many
of the traditional customers are
importing more foreign tobacco.
China has more smokers than U.S.
has in total population.
Though China currently grows
the tobacco it uses, the burley hoop hopes to introduce the unique
quality of U.S. burley into their
products.
"This is the first step of a long
journey," said McKinney."We look
forward to what lies ahead for the
future of U.S. hurley farmers."

The promotion of agriculture
and its impact to all people's livelihood is extremely important. Promoting agriculture has helped one
Calloway County farmer to achieve
the status as Young Farmer
Spokesperson for Agriculture honors in Kentucky.
Sharon Furches competed for
this Kentucky Award on Feb. 28
in Louisville against several other
contestants throughout the state.
With an interesting topic about
"Ag In The Classroom" and her
very articulate manner, Furches
will go to national competition
this fall in Fall Church, Virginia.
The winning agricultural talk
for Furches was entitled, "Keeping Agriculture in Our Classrooms."
Furches explains the reason for
this topic choice as. "I believe so
strongly in agriculture importance
and I've had many opportunities

that we all must wear clothing
and eat food on a daily basis.
When one compares that less than
2 percent of the American population are farmers, the revealing
information shows the importance
of the American Farmer.

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAY WELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
to promote ag in the classroom
locally. Also, the school systems
are so very supportive of our programs and it's exciting to provide
them with resources for their students." The importance of agriculture must always be in educational activities for our youth.
Sharon Furches is very deserving of this honor and continues
the Calloway County tradition of
winners in this spokesperson contest. In the year 2000, Charlisa
Smotherman was the Kentucky win-

ner and achieved national winning
status in Wyoming.
I predict that Sharon Furches will
be the National Young Farmer
Spokesperson of the Year in 2001.
Good luck, Sharon.
Statistics show that most Americans will earn enough food dollars the first 40 days in the year
to supply them with food for the
full year. Also, around 124 days
will be needed to earn enough to
pay all taxes for the year.
Another interesting thought is

Calloway County Cooperative
Extension has developed a Web
site in the last few months. The
website can be accessed at
http://www.ca.uky.edu/Calloway.
Persons should access Calloway
County on this page and go to
newsletters to receive each agents
updated material on Agriculture,
Family and Consumer Sciences,
or 4-H.
Please review this material at
your convenience for information
about many subjects that may be
beneficial. Call if you have questions.

House Sparrows bad for bluebird boxes
It is the responsibility of every
person who puts out a bluebirdnesting box to ensure that no House
Sparrows fledge from their box. It is
better to have no nest box than to
have one that fledges sparrows.
They are the number one enemy of
the bluebird.
House Sparrows are the most
abundant songbirds in North America and the most widely distributed
birds on the planet. House Sparrows
are not actually sparrows, but are
Old World Weaver Finches, a family of birds noted for their ingenious
nest-building abilities.
House Sparrows were introduced
into North America from England
in the 1859s on the mistaken premise that they would help reduce crop
insect pests. At first, the new immigrants welcomed this little bird of
their homeland. Within 25 years,

sive damage to crops and fruit trees.
They were also taking over the nesting sites of native cavity-nesting
birds such as bluebirds.
The breeding season for House
Sparrows begins early in the spring
or even in midwinter and each pair
may produce up to four broods a
season. The male House Sparrow's
bond with his nest site is stronger
than his bond with a mate - he may
lose a mate but he won't give up his
nest site. Although they usually prefer to nest in a cavity, House Sparrows will settle for any nook or
cranny they can find. They will also
occasionally nest in coniferous trees
and in the nests of Cliff Swallows
however, they realized the serious- and Northern Orioles.
The male constructs a bulky,
ness tif their''fraralkv•the' House
dome-shaped
nest of coarse grasses,
Sparrow 'population had increased
weeds,
hair,
feathers
and trash. The
alarming
rate.
at an explosive and
female lays three to five
and the birds were causing exten

white/brown speckled eggs and incubates for 11-14 days. The young
sparrows fledge after 14-16 days.
They are not migratory but flocks of
birds move about within al -2 mile
area. House Sparrows are primarily
seed-eaters although they eat some
insects during the summer. They
will also dine on garbage. Feedlots
and farmsteads are particularly attractive to sparrows as they provide
an abundant source of food as well
as shelter and plenty of nesting
sites.
Questions or comments: Kentucky Bluebird Society, P.O. Box
3425, Paducah, KY 42002. E-mail:
kybluebirds@hcis.net is. net
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CUSTOMER APPRECIATION

Sometimes the lap
is the victory.
For cancer surv,vor s, each day. month and year Is a
victory The American Cancer Society invites all cancer
survivors to loin our survivors'
celebration and first lap at this year's
Relay For Life We applaud your

31st
Wettsknetts, Saturday, March
8 a.m.-12 Noon

courage and strength and want
you to pin in our community's
•106/10 •••••-• To

roomy cA•ocall

b
CacicE

effort to take up the fight
against cancer

To Participate Call
l,inda Pierce
759-6904
For cancer .nforrnaroon call I -800-ACS-2345
24 hours a day. sever days a week or win as
or, rhp web at row* cancer org

LAMB'S SMALL ENGINE
101 Industrial Rd.• Murray
Mon.-Fri.8 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat.8 a.m.- l p.m.

753-2925

HENRY FARMERS CONCIP
Paris, TN • 901-642-1385

SPRING DEWORMING TIME
Eprinex Day
Tuesday, March 27th • 10 a.m. till 2 p.m.
Eva lex Representative will be available with assistance. We will
have additional discounts on that day.
Check with us for all your Animal Health supplies
(Spring sale March 12 - May 26)

Better products mean better results "

TRIEW-EMT

All Tillers Are Not
Created Equal.
Compare the TROY-BILT 5.5 HP Bronco with
the competition and you'll see that there's
really no comparison at all'
.5.5 HP
*Cast Iron and Gear
Transmission
•TROY-BILT
Limited Lifetime
Warranty

$599
Compare TROY-BILT® Tillers to the others and
you'll know why were the brand of choice
mpr --6•7Beie
—or ••
daft A

1.41
.

MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St. • Murray
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00
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Terps new to Final Four Racers sweep
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
f Maryland made school history
I I 1 11
•
with its first Final Four appearI II
IL
ance.
ObitI
The three teams joining the Terrapins in Minneapolis this weekend are all chasing history on difDuke
Arizona
ferent levels.
Duke, which will play Maryland in an all-Atlantic Coast Conference semifinal, is in the Final
Four for the 13th time, nine under
coach Mike Krzyzewski.
Minneapolis
Only John Wooden's 12 trips
April 2
with UCLA and Dean Smith's 11
with North Carolina are above
Krzyzewski on the coaching list,
and a national championship would
be his third and tie him with Bob
NATIONAL CHAMPION
Knight, behind only Wooden (10)
and Adolph Rupp (4).
The last time Duke was in a
Final Four in Minneapolis was
1992, the second of the school's
back-to-back titles.
Michigan State, which will play
Arizona in the other semifinal,
Michigan St.
Maryland
will be trying to become the first
repeat champion since then.
The Spartans are in the Final in 1952 by two months.
"The game we had in Atlanta
Four for the third straight season,
Duke and Maryland will be meet- was truly one of the remarkable
the longest run since Duke went ing for the fourth time this sea- games played this year," Krzyzewsfive years in a row, ending with son, with the top-ranked Blue Dev- ki said of the most recent meetthe consecutive titles.
ils winning the first and third.
ing. "I thought the brotherhood
Arizona is in the Final Four
In the first game, Duke rallied and camaraderie that was displayed
for the fourth time, all under coach from a 10-point deficit with one between the coaches and teams
Lute Olson, who led the Wildcats minute to play for a 98-96 over- after that game was amazing. I
to the national championship in time victory. Maryland matched think some of the kids even said
1997.
the road win with a 91-80 victo- to each other 'We'll see you at
If the 66-year-old Olson were ry at Duke, and the Blue Devils the Final Four,' because I think
to do the same this year, he would won the ACC tournament semifi- they know we're good and we
be the oldest coach to win the nal 84-82 on a tip-in by Nate know they're good."
title, beating Phog Allen of Kansas James with 1.3 seconds to play.
Saturday's 79-68 victory over

sixth-seeded Southern California
gave Krzyzewski a 9-1 record in
regional finals, and his 6-2 mark
in national semifinals is almost as
impressive.
Olson's sixth Final Four appearance — he took Iowa there in
1980 — will be his first without
his wife of 47 years, Bobbi. A
big part of the Arizona program,
she died Jan. 1 of ovarian cancer.
"It's difficult," said Olson, whose
family sat in the first few row
behind the second-seeded Wildcats' bench in Sunday's 87-81
regional final win over top-seeded Illinois. "Part of the emotion
is that I'm so pleased for our guys
to have to go through what they've
gone through to achieve their season's goal."
Izzo made it clear the pressure
isn't off just because the top-seeded Spartans returned to the Final
Four with Sunday's 69-62 win over
11th-seeded Temple.
"I was always told by coaches
like Jud Heathcoate that if you
are a good coach, the biggest pressures come from within and the
pressures that you put on yourself," he said. "So with that, there
is no pressure off because what I
want to do is win another national championship."
Third-seeded Maryland's 87-73
win over top-seeded Stanford on
Saturday knocked Gary Williams
from the ranks of the best coaches not to have reached a Final
Four. He got there in his 23rd
season as a head coach.
"You start thinking, 'When's it
going to be your turn," he said.

Olson, Arizona
overcome Illini
adversity 87-81
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Lute
and Bobbi Olson used to unwind
from the intensity of every basketball season by taking a trip,
the more exotic the better. For
this April, they'd picked a resort
in Mexico.
The vacation won't be the same
for Olson because his wife of 47
years died Jan. 1 of ovarian cancer. He's still going, but his traveling companion will instead be
his daughter Christi.
Now the good news: Lute can't
start packing yet.
Olson's Arizona Wildcats beat
Illinois 87-81 Sunday to earn their
first trip to the Final since winning the national title in 1997.
"It's difficult," Olson said. "Part
of the emotion is that I'm so
pleased for our guys to have to
go through what they've gone
through to achieve their season's
goal."
Arizona was No. 1 in the preseason and players talked about
going down as one of the all-time
greatest teams. Then suspensions
to starters Loren Woods and Richard
Jefferson shook up the Wildcats
and the death of Bobbi Olson shattered them.
They were 8-5 after 13 games.
Then they began their run to Minneapolis, winning 19 of 21 including the last 10.
"We went through a lot of struggles all year." said Gilbert Arenas, who led Arizona with 21
points Sunday. 18 in the first half.
"We set a goal before the season
to get to the Final Four and it looked
rough for a while. But we are

very grateful to be here now and
having the opportunity to reach
our goal."
Arizona (27-7) will play defending champion Michigan State in
a national semifinal Saturday. The
Spartans, who play a bruising style
similar to the Illini, beat Temple
69-62 Sunday. ACC rivals Duke
and Maryland will meet in the
other Final Four game.
"It's going to be a great Final
Four," said Olson, who will be
going to his fifth, four with Arizona. "I'm impressed by everyone that's there. I don't think
there's anybody that is there that
doesn't have a chance, including
ourselves."
Arizona's victory upheld the
honor of the Pac- 10, which saw
Stanford and Southern Cal get
bumped in regional finals Saturday. The Wildcats are the conference's first team to make the Final
Four since Stanford in 1998.
Top-seeded Illinois (27-8) got
this far by playing a bruising
defense, and from the beginning
it was obvious they were trying
to shut down the 7-foot Woods
and power forward Michael Wright.
The aggressiveness got the best
of the Illini in the second half as
Arizona took 42 free throws after
halftime. The Wildcats hit 42-of56 in a game that featured 59
fouls.
"We didn't back down at all,"
Arizona's Gene Edgerson said.
"That would've been the talk after
the game, that Arizona got manhandled. We didn't want to have
any of that."

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Haverstock
Suitor
Lindy Suitor

Insurance Agency

hmitv
er
211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MOREHEAD, Ky. — The
Murray State Thoroughbreds
worked their way back up the
Ohio Valley Conference baseball
standings after winning two of
three games from Morehead State
over the weekend at Allen Field.
Brett McCutchan, Zach Bidwell and Josh Ridgway all homered as the 'Breds (14-12-1, 2-4
OVC) defeated the Eagles 1311 in Sunday's series finale
behind a I6-hit performance.
Ridgway finished 3-for-5 with
six RBIs while Ronnie Seets
went 3-for-6 with two doubles
and five runs batted in for MSU,
who bolted out of the gate to
a 6-0 first-inning lead.
After Seets' two-run double
and Ridgway's grand slam put
Murray
ahead,
Morehead
answered with Kevin Matusek's
two-run home run in the bottom of the first and one run in
the second.
But McCutchan provided a
two-run home run and Bidwell
followed with a solo shot for a
9-3 advantage in the fourth.
That edge that slipped to 97 in the bottom half of the frame
on Casey Gilvin's RBI double
and a three-run blast by Jimmy
Mains.
But 'Breds starter Mike Noonan pitched his way out of the
fourth, allowing seven earned
runs on 10 hits.
Kyle Perry (3-0) then cooled
the Eagles bats, yielding just
two runs on six hits while striking out four in 3 1-3 innings
of relief. Morehead starter Casey
Campbell (2-4) took the loss
after granting nine earned runs
and 14 hits in five innings.
Rick McCarty worked the final
1 2-3 innings for his fifth save
as both teams plated two runs
apiece in both the eighth and ninth
innings.
Ridgway and Mains traded
two-run singles in the eighth
before Seets provided MSU with
some insurance on a two-run
double in the ninth.
Four unearned first-inning runs
cost the 'Breds a 5-1 loss in
the opener of Saturday's doubleheader, but the visitors
rebounded with a 14-6 victory
in the nightcap.
Eddy Bushelman (5-0) out-

dueled MSU ace Aaron Russelburg (3-3), going the distance with
just one earned run on five hits
and four walks while striking
out 10.
Russelburg surrendered one
earned run — David Hughes'
leadoff homer in the second —
on seven hits, striking out five
in 5 2-3 innings.
But the damage was done in
the first as a two-out error and
two wild pitches, along with
Bubba Lavender's RBI single
and Thad Kingsolver's two-run
double, led to Morehead's 4-0
lead.
Nathan Taylor's two-out double, followed by Todd Satterfield's RBI single, cut the gap
to 4-1 in the second. But the
'Breds managed just two more
hits the rest of the way.
Those same bats came to life
in the second game, however,
as Murray —
led by Garner
Byars' three
doubles
pounded out
15 hits.
Byars was
4-for-5 with
five
RBIs
while
Seets
was 4-for-5
with six RBIs to help Preston
Hesley (2-2) earn the completegame win. Hesley allowed three
earned runs on seven hits.
Byars doubled and Seets singled him in for a 1-0 first-inning
cushion, but the Eagles knotted
the score in the bottom of the
first on Cary Page's RBI single.
But the 'Breds countered in
the second with RBI singles from
Satterfield and Byars and a tworun base hit from Seets for a
5-1 margin.
Will Renaker's two-run single closed the gap to 5-3 in the
third, but MSU made it a 10-3
contest in the fifth as Satterfield
slapped in a run and Byars and
Seets each drove in a pair on
a double and a single. respectively.
Byars doubled in two more
runs in the ninth before Seets'
RBI single and Ridgway's sacrifice fly put Morehead in a 143 hole. The hosts received a
three-run homer from Page before
Hesley closed the deal.

Memphis,Grizzlies
look to be match
BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8. Times photo

GLOVE WORK...Emily Seay, a freshman at Murray High
School, works on her fielding during a practice session Saturday afternoon at Chestnut Park. Seay plays second base
for the Murray High Lady Tiger softball team.

MSU golf places fourth
Staff Report
native of Mayfield. Grantham shot
a 221 (79-72-70) during the 54Murray Ledger & Times
RICHMOND, Ky. — The Mur- hole tournament and was eight
ray State men's golf team got their strokes off the lead.
Matt Stark finished in a tie for
2001 spring season off to a strong
start, finishing fourth in the 18- 16th by shooting a 223 (74-73team Eastern Kentucky Spring Invi- 76).
Brandon Henson shot a 226
tational at Arlington Golf Course.
(76-75-75) to place in a tie for
Methodist College shot an 877
27th while Roger Hebert Jr. shot
and won the event by four strokes
a 227 (76-75-76) to finish in a
over second-place Eastern Kentie for 31st.
tucky (881).
Michael Calef rounded out the
The Colonels were followed by Racers' lineup, shooting a 236 (73Austin Peay State (886) and Mur- 83-80) to finish in a tie for 72nd.
ray State (891).
MSU returns to the links FriJeremy Grantham led the way day when it enters the two-day
for the Racers, finishing tied for Johnny Owens Intercollegiate in
ninth in a field of 99 golfers. A Lexington.

PAW PM TS 0
Your Pet Supply Headquarters
•Plox:Yetst •E,alie •neufteNd
•

Diet • Ets4a4waa qe.oei.4
7ce: Veiv eg eats,

753
'
3415

Morehead State

1304-H Chestnut St.
Dixieland Shopping Center

762-0054

MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — Supporters were optimistic that Memphis would be chosen Monday for
the new home of NBA's Vancouver Grizzlies.
Monday is the deadline for team
owner Michael Heisley to apply
for relocation for next season.
"Even though we're optimistic
Memphis will be the selected city,
we continue to have the business
issues, the municipal issues and
the corporate sponsorship issues,"
said Marty Regan, attorney for a
group seeking the team.
"This is an ongoing process,"
he said Sunday. "Given the complexity of the entire deal, there
are large challenges, and those
type challenges are going to continue through the next several
months."
The New York Times reported
Sunday that barring a last-minute
change of heart, Heisley had decided to move his team to Memphis.
Louisville, New Orleans and
Anaheim, Calif., were the other
finalists for the financially trou-

bled team, although the Orange
County (Calif.) Register on Saturday said the Grizzlies had told
Anaheim officials they were out
of the running.
Memphis, with a metro population of slightly more than 1 million and a TV market ranked 54th
nationally, would be the smallest
city in the NBA.
However,a SportsBusiness Journal survey rated it ahead of
Louisville and New Orleans as a
location for the team.
Memphis had a team in the old
American Basketball Association
in the 1970s.
An NBA committee will have
120 days to study Heisley's relocation application before making
a recommendation to the league's
Board of Governors.
"When (Monday) comes and
goes, that by no means means we've
resolved everything," Regan said.
Regan wouldn't discuss details
of unresolved issues Sunday but
said. "Things are continuing to go
smoothly."

NEW OWNERSHIP
Shawn & Julie West - New Owners
GASOLINE* DELI* GROCERIES
& RESTAURANT

Elite Convenience Mart
Lynn Grove
435-4500
Hwy. 94 West• Lynn Grove, KY
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Teams grow weary
of spring training

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored

B

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

Van Haverstock

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SPRING TRAINING
AMERICAN LEAGUE
17
16
15
12
12
12
12
11
11
10
10
11
9
8

Oakland
Baltimore
Minnesota
Cleveland
Kansas City
Texas
Chicago
Detroit
Toronto
Tampa Bay
Boston
Anaheim
Seattle
New York

9
9
10
9
10
10
12
11
13
12
14
16
18
17

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Pct.
654
640
600
571
545
545
.503
.500
458
455
417
407
333
320

Sunday's Games
Toronto 16, Detroit 7
Baltimore 7, Montreal 1
Cincinnati 3, Boston 0
Atlanta 10, Cleveland 8
Tampa Bay 12, Texas 6
Kansas City 12, Houston 7
Los Angeles 10, St Louts 0
Pittsburgh 6, Philadelphia 6, tie
N.Y Mets 6. Florida 5
Minnesota 6, N sr Yankees 4
Chicago Cubs 9, Anaheim 6
Colorado 17, Seattle 5
Oakland 8, Milwaukee 3
Arizona 8, San Diego 1
Chicago White Sox 4, San Francisco 2

Pct.
17
9
San Diego
654
New York
13
8
619
Arizona
16
10
615
15
11
577
Los Angeles
14
11
St. Louis
560
Cincinnati
12
11
.522
12
11
Florida
522
14
13
519
Milwaukee
14
14
Chicago
500
Pittsburgh
11
478
12
11
476
Atlanta
10
11
13
Colorado
458
9
Philadelphia
12
429
8
Houston
13
381
9
Montreal
15
375
9
San Francisco
16
360
Today's Games
N.Y. Mets vs. Florida, 1205 p.m.
Toronto vs. Houston, 12:05 p.m.
Los Angeles vs. Montreal, 12:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay vs Minnesota, 12:05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees vs Cleveland, 1205 p.m.
Cincinnati vs. Kansas City, 12:05 p.m.
St Louis vs. Baltimore, 1205 p.m.
Philadelphia vs Pittsburgh, 12:05 p.m.
Milwaukee vs Anaheim, 1:05 p.m.
Arizona vs. Colorado, 2:05 p.m.
San Francisco vs. Chicago Cubs, 2:05 p.m
Chicago White Sox vs Seattle, 2:05 p.m.
Texas vs. Boston, 605 p.m.
Atlanta vs Detroit, 6:05 p.m.
Oakland vs. San Diego, 8:05 p.m.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Murray-Calloway youth home run derby set
The 2001 MurraY-Calloway County Home Run Derby will be held Saturday at Field No. 4 of the Hohman Baseball Complex in Murray-Calloway
County Park.
The competition will begin at 9:30 a.m. with the girls' 12-and-under softball division. Girls' 13-and-over softball will step to the plate at 10:30 a.m.,
followed by Park baseball (ages 7-8) at 11:30 a.m., Mustang baseball (9-10)
at 12:30 p.m., Bronco baseball (11-12) at 1:30 p.m. and Pony baseball (1314) at 2:30 p.m.
A $5 entry fee will be charged on site and each contestant will be given
13 machine pitches. Trophies will be awarded to the winner of each division.
The event is sponsored by the Murray Mud Dogs, an 11 -year-old select
team affiliated with the Murray Youth Baseball Association. For more information, call Steve Cobb at 753-7854

Prep All Stars camp accepting registrations
Registration is now open for the Prep All Stars Basketball Camp, an exposure camp open to boys ages 11 -19 College coaches will be invited to
attend
Locations include North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Georgia
For more information or a brochure, call 704-232-6034

By The Associated Press
Lloyd McClendon and Kevin
Millwood are growing tired of
spring training.
McClendon, Pittsburgh's rookie
manager, just pulled his team off
the field Sunday, while Millwood
wishes he could have done the same.
"I'm sick of this place. I really want to go home," Millwood
said after allowing six runs in five
innings of Atlanta's 10-8 win over
Cleveland in Kissimmee, Fla. Millwood's spring ERA rose to 15.07.
McClendon took his team off
the field with no outs in the bottom of the 10th inning after Erik
Plantenberg forced in two runs by
walking five straight batters as the
Pirates and Philadelphia Phillies
played to a 6-6 tie in Clearwater,
Fla.
"I had to OK it," Phillies manager Larry Bowa said. "I asked if
the kid had a bad arm and they
said, 'No.' But the way he pitched
McClendon did not explain his
decision to have the game stopped.
Pittsburgh's pitching staff has been
decimated by injuries and McClendon had already used seven pitchers.
Plantenberg, a 32-year-old lefthander, last pitched in the majors
for the Phillies in 1997. He walked
David Newhan and Brian L. Hunter
after loading the bases in the 10th.
The Phillies tied it at 4 in the
ninth on a sacrifice fly by Tomas
Perez off Eric Moody. Enrique
Wilson's second homer of the game
— a two-run shot in the 10th off
Ed Vosberg — gave the Pirates a
6-4 lead.
Millwood gave up nine hits,
including solo home runs to Jim
Thome and Ellis Burks, in his last
start in Florida. Millwood will
pitch Friday in Atlanta against the
Indians.
"Like I said before and I really mean it. I don't care about
ERA down here, wins or losses,"
said Millwood, wiho is coming off
a 10-13 season and 4.66 ERA

Spartans stop Owls
ATLANTA (AP) — Now the truth can be told:
Not even the coach expected Michigan State to be
packing for another trip to the Final Four.
Tom Izzo had reason to be pessimistic. After all,
the Spartans had to replace their two best players,
Mateen Cleaves and Morris Peterson, plus a third
starter, A.J. Granger, from last year's national championship team.
But there was Izzo and a new group of Spartans
cutting down another net Sunday afternoon, having
placed themselves among the elite programs in college basketball history by reaching the Final Four
for the third year in a row.
"I'm not going to lie to you," lzzo said after
Michigan State held off Temple 69-62 to win the
NCAA South Regional. "I didn't think we would
get back to the Final Four.
"But these guys wanted their own identity. They
liked Mateen and Morris and A.J. But they wanted
their own identity, and they were willing to work
for it."
David Thomas scored 19 points, including a key
3-pointer with about a minute to go, and Michigan
State became just the ninth school to reach three
straight Final Fours.
•
"I never thought we would do it three years in
a row," senior Andre Hutson said. "You have to
consider us an elite program now.Even the hard-to-please coach had to admit this
was something special.
"To be in three straight Final Fours says something about consistency," lzzo said. "Is our program
looked at the same way as Kentucky and Duke and
North Carolina? Maybe not. But we're trying to get

there."
John Chaney is still trying to get to the Final
Four.
The 69-year-old Temple coach dropped to 0-for5 in regional finals, including two heart-wrenching
losses in the last three years that left him stuck
with a dubious title: Best coach without a Final
Four on his resume.
"It's a tragedy that we couldn't get over this
hurdle," Quincy Wadley said. "He's getting up there
in age and he might not get this opportunity again."
The rumpled coach, a black tie dangling loosely
from his neck, spent much of the game chomping
on gum and shouting instructions from the edge of
his seat. The 11th-seeded Owls (24-13) trailed all
the way, but it wasn't until Thomas' trey with 1:01
remaining that their fate was sealed.
"It's so difficult not being able to make that final
step," Chaney said. "It was one missed rebound.
one missed ball in our hands. But that was a tremendous team we played."
It always takes a powerhouse to keep Chaney
out of the Final Four. In his five regional finals,
the Owls have lost to a No. 2 seed and four No
Is, including the Spartans.
Michigan State (28-4) advanced to Minneapolis
for a meeting Saturday with Arizona, an 87-81 winner over Illinois in the Midwest Regional in San
Antonio.
The Spartans were serenaded with chants of "One
More Year! One More Year!" during the net-cutting
ceremony. The biggest cheers were reserved for lzzo,
who has the highest NCAA tournament winning per
centage (.889) of any active coach.

KEVIN MILLWOOD
after winning 35 games the two
previous years.
"All I care about is getting
something accomplished," he said.
-Not until my turn comes up in
April does it start counting."
Dave Martinez and Rafael Furcal had RBI singles in the eighth
inning to break an 8-all tie.
At Tampa, Fla., J.C. Romero
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allowed two hits over tive shutout
innings and Toni Hunter hit a
two-run homer as Minnesota beat
the New York Yankees 6-4.
The Yankees, at 8-17, have the
worst spring training record.
-My time for worrying starts
next week," Yankees manager Joe
Torre said.
New Yankees left fielder Chuck
Knoblauch caught two flyballs,
including a backhanded running
catch in the third inning.
"It's definitely going to be a challenge, working on things, trying
to be a left fielder first and then
trying to be a good left fielder,"
Knoblauch said.
Elsewhere, Edgar Martinez and
Seattle agreed on a one-year contract extension with a team option
for 2003.
"The ownership has been great
to me, and I'm happy to stay with
the club," Martinez said. "I always
wanted to keep playing in Seattle. I've been treated great over
the years."

SCHEDULE
TODAY
WOMEN'S GOLF
• KU Saluki Invitational
Carbondale, Ill. — TBA
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS
• Calloway Co. vs. Marshall Co.
Draffenville, Ky. - 4 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Murray vs. Trigg County
Cadiz, Ky. - 4:45 p.m.
• Hopkinsville vs. Calloway Co.

CCHS Field - Fr p m
TUESDAY
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS
• Calloway Co. vs. St. Mary

Paducah, Ky. - 4 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL sovrBALL
• Calloway County vs. Heath
Paducah, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.

HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Murray vs, Hickman Co.
Clinton, Ky. — 4:30 p.m.
• Calloway Co. vs. Graves Co.
Mayfield, Ky. — 5:30 p.m.

Support
Local
Merchants

The Only Satellite TV System You Gel

FREE

Satellite

With Free Installation.

$3999 Per Month Is All You

Beasley
Antenna

500 N. 4th

Pay

Get a free dish Network digital satellite ty system
(Model 3822/3922) and free basic Professional
Installation through March 31,2001. Just subscribe
to America's Top 150, the best value in TV entertainment for only $39.99/ mo.
Valid major credit card and 12-month commitment required.

St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free
1801 Bell Avenue
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

0
!
1
S
E

J.I). Power and Associates 1499-2000 Cable/Satellite IN Custorner Satisfaction Studies.SAI 2000 Study based on 4,101 s,,,hign.,/cabig

—WORKT

suhsfrika, arspons,...

Offer ends V31/01. All prices, packages and programming subject to change without notice. Ica-al and state taxes may apply. All DISH Network programming, and any tottwi
tlw Residential t'ustoinwr Agreement, which is asailahle upon request. Significant restrictions apply to
services that are provided, are subject top the terms and "inditions
DISH Network hardware and programming avadahilitv. and Gor all offers. See your DISH Network retailer, DISH Network product literature or the DISH Network Aketisiti
Li ww.dishnetwork.com for complete details and restriction.s. All service marks and trademarks belong to their respective owner..

Attention Antique Dealers:
Experience The
Charlie's Antique Mall
Advantage....
Does your existing mall have
Heating & Air Conditioning?
Computerized Sales Tracking For Its Dealers?
Genuine Security Camera System (not a fake)?
Experienced, Energetic, Motivated, & Friendly Sales Staff?
7 Day Per Week Service? A Strong Advertising Plan?
Great Location? Heavy Sales Traffic?
A Refreshing "Soda Fountain" For Its Customers?
First Month Rent Free For Setup Time?
Comfortable Clean Retail Atmosphere? Good Lighting?

Visit our

On-Line Auction
April 1-19
www.murraystate.edu/ialti
An Evening of Memories and Milestones

Murray State's
Alumni Weekend
Celebrating MSU Alumni Association's 75th Anniversary
and the success of the Vision Quest Campaign

Saturday, April 21, 2001 •5:30 p.m.

Numerous items, including:
• My Old Kentucky Dinner Train
(Bardstown, Ky.) Package
• LeeAnn Womack and George Strait
Autographed Fender Acoustic Guitar
• MSU Football Package
(includes game tickets, MSU Bookstore
certificate, overnight lodging and more)
• Nashville Symphony Package
(includes tickets and overnight stay at
Opryland Hotel)
• One Year Membership at Miller Golf
Course

Regional Special Events Center

If you answered NO to any of these questions then
WE NEED TO TALK WITH YOU about trying the
Charlie's Antique Mall Advantage...
"We want to be your antique mall."

We Want
Your
Business.

44-11-ic
frete
tobe.
wilai
lA
polace
:
‘
el
ogre
c
S

We Care
About Your
Success.

Silent Auction
NO:;
(
0
A4
90rowe

rhe

The
Cruiser.'

April 20 • 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Small Ballroom,('urns Center

April 21 •5 to 6:30 p.m.
110

Regional Special Events Center

totts0(-,
c 4SO
Ork.

$7.50 per person
RSVP to 270-762-3001 by April 6

0404.'1

• CDs—Vince Gill, Reba McIntire. Nickel
Creek, George Strait, LeeAnn Womack
• Sports Memorabilia
• "Nights on the Town" Box with Dinner
Gift Certificates

303 Main St., P.O. Box 196
Hazel, KY 42049
270-492-8175 or Email: charlies10@aol.com
M-F 10:00-5:00 * Sat. 10:30-5:00 * Sun. 1:00-5:00
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Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

EDSet

CLASS

Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

LINE AD RATES

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

/Al/ 3 Ads

Must Run Within 6 Day Period'

82.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Lecial
Notice

Lost and Found

TO whom it may concern,
you have 20 working days
to pay a debt to James M
Outland or 1985 K.W. will
be sold
PO. Box 744
Murray, Ky. 42071,
270-759-3672
020

LOST
Black Lab Last
seen wearing a camouflage collar and bone
shaped ID tag Last seen
in Coldwater area 4896260

020
Notice

GOLF AT
TENNIESSEAINI
The Tennessean Golf Club was recently
selected by Golf Digest as the 7th best new
affordable public course in America. Play
this Championship Course for only $30
(includes cart), every day of the week with
the purchase of a annual patron card for
only $50, plus tax. A $19 weekend savings.
Tee time or

1111116111.1.11

information call

731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

Excuse our mess
lAre're adding .1

Lost and Found

Scrapbooking Patch
iti•st for vou!

LOST dog- Sheppard. Fe
male light blondish, white
paws, green collar. Called
Coca Hazel
Reward 492-8781

The Wild Raspberry

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

FOUND: New Concord
area Black & white female
Cocker Spaniel 436-2344
or 436-5540
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

SENIORS
play pool for
only a dollar ($1)
MONDAY-FRIDAY
10 A.m - 3 P.M.

Call 753-1916

CORNER POCKET •
RADIO ROAD. ALMO

WE
PHOTOGRAPHY
BY LYNN
15 years service
270-753-1001
LOSO
Lost and Found
FOUND
Beagle
by
bridges in New Concord
436-5899

WANT ADS
WORK

Immediate
Openings
For Security
Guard
Position
Murray Area
Security Guard
or Military
Background
Necessary

ABSOLUTELY Free Info
Earn online income'
$2000 - $5000/month
www earn-a-online com
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS
is accepting applications
for full time day shift scoreboard assembly Join a
growing company that is
people oriented and offers
lob variety and advancement with competitive salary and benefits Please
apply at 106 Max Hurt
Drive Murray

Sales Position
Available
WOMEN URGED
TO APPLY
If you're not making
$25K+ yearly you
need to see us.
Benefit package
available

For More
Information Call
270-759-8383

(the old Thweans Station)
MRS ANN'S PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice on all matters of
life 767-0508 Now located at 2394 641 North

If you are a qualified appli
LOCAL Southern Baptist cant seeking full time em
Church seeks full-time ployment with a growing,
Youth Minister Send re- people oriented company,
sume to: Youth Minister SPORTABLE
SCOREP.O. Box 1040-M, Murray, BOARDS is looking for
Ky 42071
YOU We have the followNEED More Home Time? ing day shift position availLocally owned company
able
who knows it's drivers by
INVENTORY CONTROL:
name Has conventional
Must be detail orientated
trucks & will get you home
with good number skills.
on weekends
dependable
organized,
270-382-3940 or
and computer literate
270-382-2715
SCORESPORTABLE
NURSE needed for busy
BOARDS offers competiphysician office. Must
tive wages and benefits.
have excellent organizaPlease apply at 106 Max
self-starta
be
skills,
tional
Hurt Drive. Murray
er. and a real "people perIMMEDIATE
operungs.
son. Send resume to:
Part-time. PRN, and FullRN
time for licensed RPT.
PO. Box 1040-J.
PTA, COT& SLP. In skilMurray. Ky 42071.
led nursing facilities in UnPART time grounds helpion City and Martin, Tn.
er. Starting pay $6.50 per
This is an excellent opporhour. 437-4113. E.O.E.
tunity to become pan of
PLUMBER helper. Call
growing team For more
527-5075.
information contact
SOCIAL Security disabledAnnette McClary
We can get you approved, Phone:
1-877-309-6001
No fee unless you win' Fax
615-309-6015
by
representation
Personal
retired Social Security executives and associates
You win with us'
1-800-782-0059

Servall
1604 Hwy. 121

N

LPN or RN
physician's office
Needed for busy
Competitive salary and benefit package offered
Please send or bring resume to 300 S. 8th St..
Suite 480W, Murray.

Primary
Care
mEOICAL CENTER

is looking for a

•'

(Let us put you in touch with
best services in town.

DAYTIME HOTBAR ATTENDANT
Hoene:9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
• HEALTH INSURANCE • IRA Investment
Fun & Friendly Work
) Plan • Meal Discounts•Flexible
the
Hours
Environment •
App/t• in person at
Hwy. B.11 S.• Bel-Air Ctr.• Murray. KY

You Can Advertise Here For

$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

(
FUNERALS
Dana, willinighby

OPENING APRIL

Pre,Irrangcment Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price. single pay
or payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

EXPRESS
270-753-241 I

.1.11. Churchill Funeral Home
,44, 201 S. 3rd • Murray. KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs Owners

HOT EL_(:-:SUITES

1504 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

BOILER
Service Technician
Our client, a leader in industrial boiler, chiller and
burner service is seeking
Technicians to maintain,
repair and troubleshoot
boilers and related controls. This company prides
itself on hiring service
technicians that are professional and have high
Candidates
standards.
must possess the following
experience:
• 3-5 years steam boiler
experience
• Knowledge of HVAC
controls
• Journeyman's license
• Valid drivers license
Great hourly rate, superior
benefits and use of a company truck Fax resume
ATTN . Sarajane/ Technician to 502-459-2511, or
call 502-458-2588 ask for
Sarajane Merrifield or mail
to Pinnacle Personnel
6040 Dutchmans Lane,
Suite 130 Louisville, Ky
40205

Lou V. MeGary
Does Thur. Policy Pay 101)
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
low are resix nsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100 on
Part H Call me for more information,
FRF.E HELP IN CIAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTs

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

( Commercial
' Waste Disposal
All Tyr'." of

Refu,, service IV

1-800-585-6033
Itlr....1" 0 formai Wrar latir, .,1 ,.

For All Special t.), ,,,,,,,,,,
304 Main St.. Murray, KV 42071
75 t.I 300 • Toll Erre 1-888-367-#."

4

a

SALES CLERK
Charlie's Antique Mali in Hazel is currently seeking Sales Clerks. Positions arc
for weekdays with flexibility to work sonic
weekends. Positions are for both full and
part time 14-35 hours per week - the pet•
fed job for someone semi-retired. Hour,
are between 10:00-50). Successful appli
cants must he honest, dependable. and
friendly. Knowledge of antiques is not
essential but must like to talk with people
Must be willing to do all aspects of the .joh
including dipping ice cream in our Soda
Fountain & cleaning. Please send resume
to Charlie's Antique Mall. PO Box I%.
Hazel. KY 42049 or stop by for an applf
cation. EOE. No phone calls.

APPLIANCE PARTS

d

Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray
140
Want to Buy

• We pay cash
Old toys, antiques,
BUSY Law office seeks to collectibles 270-759-3456
add Legal Secretary/ParaANTIQUES
legal Pay commensurate
Old toys, advertising
with experience Send to
items, antique furniture
Secretary/Paralegal
and primitives
PO, Box 1040-J,
We buy 1 or all'
Murray, Ky 42071
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW'
FROST free refrigerator,
Werner needs entry level stove, gas heater, electric
truck drivers No experi- heaters, good used carpetEarn ing, storm windows 753ence necessary
$600 -$800 per week plus 4109
benefits and get home
, WANTED
weekly during the week in Riding mowers, go carts &
many areas No CDC 15
4 wheelers that need
day CDL training program
work
available Call today
436-2867
1 800-242-7364
150
HARDEE'S
Accepting applications for
full-time & part-time Day
shift Sam-5pm Cooks,
biscuit-maker,
cashiers
and maintenance Please
apply id 641 & Chestnut
St Murray EOE

&dicks
Rettig,

BLUE stripe sofa $75.00
2 recliners blue & mauve
$35 00 each
8pc patio set $100 00
Truck tool-box $30 00
Grill w/2 tanks $50 00
VVIGGINS Furniture 2 753-2021
miles North of Murray
Now taking applications. DAN Wesson 357 4 barFor full or part help Deliv- rels. 3 grips, belt buckle
ery. Set-up, all around and case $625 00
work Apply between 9-4 16ft stock trailer $85000
weekdays No phone calls Remington 1100 12 gauge
left hand model Extra bar,lease
rels $395 00 759-1070
FOR SALE
& Childcare
Lots of stuffed animals.
toys for infant and toddler.
house
EXPERIENCED
baby items, clothes, older
cleaners Home office recolor TV (without remote).
al estate construction
books If interested, call
clean-up carpet clean759-9215 (if not at home
ing
527-5287 Referenleave message)
ces available
&
lathe
INDUSTRIAL
WILL DO GENERAL
tools $200 00
HOUSE CLEANING
Pale Blue steel tub wiglass
Call Linda 759-9553
doors Commode, sink
w/wood vanity medicine
100
cabinet Delta fixtures
Business
Opportunity
$250 00 Call 753-6147
REFRIGERATOR, washAT&T MCI Payphone
er, dryer, electric stove.
Routes Locations, local
(apt size) 753-4684
Proven Income
ROOFING SALE
Free Info
$1200 per square Odd
800-800-3470
lots and discontinued colSALE or possible lease
ors Limits quantities
Operating Restaurant
Myers Lumber,
Will qualified for liquor li500 S 4th Street, Murray
censes Large property w/
(270)753-6450
other uses
E-mail/
land42071@yahoo com
1809-D Westwood
Murray. Ky 42071
120

INSURANCE

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates. Mid West
Internet. On 121S
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard.
APPLE G-4 computer w/
17" flat screen monitor,
printer, scanner. CD burner Paid $2850 Will take
$2000 759-8481

Computers

STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area Special 8x10 $725
Call 437-4877
120

BEAUTIFUL Henredon pecan DR suite, wingback recliner, oak bedroom suite.
after
753-8666
Call
5:00pm.
MATCHING blue couch
and chair $275. Sears
treadmill, hardly used
$275. Call 759-5635 leave
message.
T.V. RCA console 35"
Like new. $500 00 7532504.

10 ft J/D Disc
•1000 gal water tank &
pump on factory trailer.
•21 ft hydraulic fold field
cultivator
•9ft chisel plow
•J/D 15 ft held cultivator
•IH496 185 ft disc
Call 492-8790 after 6 pm
7000 J.D. corn planter
Like new. 753-5596 or
759-1934 after 5:00pm

112111188vY Equipment
KOMATSU D-20A7 dozer.
$17,500. 759-4959

Maical
7
Rockstar-Dx
TAMA
piece drum set in misty
chrome. All Zildjian cymbals including: 12' Splash,
18' crash/ride, 16' thin
dark crash, 29' ride, 14' hihat with tilt boom stands
Drum misc available. Also
a Technics SX-GN3 organ
double keyboard, aux input left and right, line output left & right, midi in, out
& thru. Both items in excellent condition
Call 767-9070

12X56 M H on rented lot
$1.000 OBO 753-0600
1993 16x80 3br., 2 bath.
covered
Front/back
porch. Large 2 car carport w/attached storage
building, on 2 acres.
$39,000. 489-2945
89 26x56 Doublewide
3br. 2 bath 3/4 acre lot
Call 489-2861
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover 18yrs experience
Licensed & insured in Kentucky. Tennessee & Illinois 437-3939
MOBILE home moved
Licensed and Insured
(270)437-4608
NICE 2br, C/H/A fireplace.
dishwasher, and front
deck $9.500 OBO Call
492-6208 759-3545

2 and 3 br.. water, sewer,
and trash pick-up providsd Call
ed $200-$275
753-2435 after 5PM
NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

1/2 acre $100/mo
6012

uses For Rent

Apartments For Rent

Furelsitinse

Computers

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Hein Wanted

$2.50 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide I $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

160

060

060

060

010

K

270-753-1916

VIES

I
r
f

753-

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Business Rentals

Computers

Office Space

Computer Services

Various size units
Walnut Plaza

r Authorized PC Repair
-Complex Networking/fiber/routers
-Business Systems/Point of Sale System,
Medical, Retail, Farm
-Telephone Systems from Mitel
-Web Site Development
\PW PC's/Online Store/Accessories
IBM, HP, Cisco, 3Com Sales and Sem ,
Partner. Macs too!
-McAfee Anti-Virus Service Partner
-Storage Networks/optical drives
I-270-489-2888
hilp:11www.netcomindwariva.rom

104 N 5th

753-9621
320
Apartments For Rent

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
182 bedroom Apts
Greg Dowdy
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
COMPUTER
Wednesday. Friday
PROBLEMS
Phone 759-4984
Don't be left out lust becIt 2 month old
Equal Housing
cause you have an Apple MU T
Opportunity
computer Call the Mac furnishings large burgundy
Doc' Hard drives Internet couch $350 . Big man's 1-2, 3br apts furnished,
connections,
modems, burgundy rockers recliner near MSU 753-1252 or
software upgrades print- $325 Beige recliner $125 753-0606
ing problems whatever I iloOr lamp $25 Used enter- 1BR apt available, all aptainment center $30 Nice
can help'
pliances furnished Murpiano $600 OBO 519753-5778
Cal Realty 753-4444
1923 Leave message

3BR, 2 bath Downstairs .
$400.Imo 489-2296
4br., Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
ACROSS street from MSU
1B/R apt. for lease plus
deposit. No pets! Has
W/D, stove, refrigerator
For appointment call Larry
Rogers 767-9230 or 7533734.
APARTMENTS for rent
Close to campus 7535980 or 753-1203 after
5pm
EXTRA nice 1 br , 1 bath,
central gas H&A, appliances furnished, W&D. 1yr.
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished, W/D. central gas
heat/ air. 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905.
EXTRA nice 3br,, 2 bath
C/H/A all appliances, W/D
753-7813 days
753-7903 evenings
EXTRA nice, 2br, 2 bath
tryplex. Appliances. Furnished. Garage. No pets.
Call 759-5238.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $3151 month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
NEAR University
Extra large 2br apt
Available Apr 1
Fully carpeted, all
appliances/WD hookup
$4.54X.44111h,
($250 let 2 mos)
$200 Deposit.
753-4560
M-F- 9am- 5pm
NICE 2br duplex w/ carport, appliances No pets,
710 Sycamore
lease
$450/mo 753-7457
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1,2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
1BR Apt stove, retrigerd
tor, D/W, W/D, Clean, no
270-753-9841 or
pets
270-436-5496
apt
furnished
1BR.
$200/mo. No pets Next to
121 Fairgrounds. 7533139
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
unfurnished
1BR
$195/mo
ov
Furnished $225/mo
utilities No pets 753-3949
1 bath furnished
1BR
apartment references &
lease required $200/mo
435-4035
1BR, efficiency $150/mo
Partial utitlites paid 7539826
2BR duplex Central/H/A,
appliances
Coleman RE 759-4418
2br duplex Carport Central H/A No pets Lease.
1802 1/2-A Monroe Ave
$375 plus deposit
753-8002
2BR Near MSU $300 water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR. 1 bath $425 per
month Call 759-9545
2BR. 1 bath Duplex $300
month, $300 deposit. Call
753-68702BR. 2 bath duplex, garage Central, no pets
Coleman RE 759-4418
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper
C/H/A $325 Also 2br.
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, new townhouse, central, garage, 3 story
Coleman RE 759-4418
2BR duplex
1808 Monroe $325/mo
753-9621
Carpoi.
duplex
2BR
lease
1yr
C/H/A,

$350rrno 753-9636
3 or 4br, Diuguid Drive
Coleman RE 759 4418
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage ApplianWI
furnished
ces
washer/dryer 1yr lease 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905

.4,600 sq. ft house, hot tub,
jacuzzi sonic. 3 BR. 3 BA on
3 acres. In city on 16th St.
$1,000 per month.
'Duplex for rent: 2 BR, I BA.
641 South I mile. $450.
'Commercial building 5,000
sq. ft. #2
*Commercial building 6.000 .
sq. ft.
*Commercial building on
South 12th, 4.600 sq. ft.
Good for restaurant or daycare center. For rent or sell.
'Commercial building South
4th St. 4,200 sq. ft. For rent
or sell.
"Horse/animal pen with 3
stalls, tack room, and feeding
room, in City limits Approx.
4 acres fenced in for rent.
'Horse/animal pen, excellent
fence and gate, 4 acres in
City limits on 16th St for
rent.

Contact
Howard Brandon
753-4389
2 bedroom, 1 bath house
603 Vine St $400/mo
plus deposit References
and lease required 4354035
2BR., stove, refrigerator,
CH/A, W/D hook-up, garage, in Murray. Deposit,
references $375.130 4928594.
3BR. Central gas heat,
A/C. 1 yr. lease. $395/mo.
753-9636
LOVELY home in county,
best suited for Professional or retired couple. 23Br, 2 Ba, Lr, Dr & equipped kitchen $500 per
month, $500 dep required,
No pets. 753-7463
RENT, Buy, Rent to Own
2, 3, & 4br Houses
753-4109
ROOMY 4br farm house,
10 minutes from town
Large yard and garden
spot $425 includes water
& garbage No pets 4892534. 6-9 pm
360
Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20440 On Center Dnve
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 753'S

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

310S 4th St
Office Building
753-4703
liglots

Supplies

AKC Chinese Pug Ready
to go $300 759-0600
DOG for sale Male Beagle, 20 months old 7535596 or 759-1934 after
5 00pm
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
POMERANIAN puppies
$200 270-522-9138

425
Land For Rent Or Less*

Want to lease
tobacco base to
my farm.
Call 492-8790

WANT ADS VkOR),

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
490

I

fniRod ease

490
Used Cars

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"

KENTUCKY Lake
Property
500 acres 3/4 mile on the
water (2) 1 acre ponds
Good access from Kirby
Jennings Trail $450,000
615-297-7390 270-7538050

FIVE year old, beautiful
custom built 3br, 2 bath
formal living & dining
rooms sun porch. 2 car
garage, 16x16 shop, privacy fence, 2 attached 3br,
2 bath apartments with
$1200/mo income Priced
thousands less than appraisal, consider lease
with option to buy Call
767-0193

FOR

SALE

White with charcoal grey interior, 4
door, dual air bags, alloy wheels, power
windows, locks, mirrors, rear defrost,
3.1 litre V-6, 94,xxx miles, new transmission, new tires, AM/FM cassette
stereo, center console, gas mileage 15
city/27 hwy. $5,800

[

FOR SALE
91 Hyundai
Scoupe

$2,000 OBO
less than 100,000
miles

call 759-9215
Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

This is absolutely the best lot on KY Lake

Year round water on Main Lake. The viev,
from this lot is breathless. Located at the end ot
a cul-de-sac for privacy. The most gentle slope
to the water of any lake lot on the market.
Dock permit available. This point lot is .52
acre and has 191' of shoreline. All power and
utilities underground. The restricted subdivision assures only quality homes to be constructed. Well is already in place. Located in
Red Water Estates (unit 4 lot 18). 759-1600
ext. 104(work)753-8356(home).

Courtesy Aut(
Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills, divorce,
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours,
877-937-2886

460
Homes For Sale

(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
-EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
North, Murray. 753-1967
bath, red brick, double lot,
BEAUTIFUL
town edge. Consider leas3 acre building lot w/ road ing with option to buy/ limfrontage & underground ited owner financing. Call
utilities. Acreage has a 753-4109.
country setting w/ subdivision living. Some building NICE 2br brick house near
restrictions. Must see & MSU. Large kitchen, deck.
C/H/A, fenced in yard
must sell.
753-8764
Call 753-8249
after4.30PM
NEW home for sale by
LOTS for sale Starting at owner. Located in South$11,000. Price includes west Villa. 2 story, 4br,, 3
water, septic & driveway baths, gas fireplace, oak
Also land home packages cabinets, all rooms large,
270-437-4838
covered front and back
460
porch, 2 car garage Price
Homes For Sate
reduced $155.000 OBO
Call 759-8662

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•1009/ loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 ST.

cti

I II

i

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407• 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

1989 Lincoln -runs, faded
paint, $4500 Call 4892820.
1997 Dodge Avenger.
loaded, 28.000 one owner
miles. Like new $11,900.
753-8673.
•83 Mazda RX7, 88,000
miles. $900 OBO.
•92 Grand Prix. Nice car.
needs transmission work
$900 OBO.
•88 Mustang 5.0, white
with red interior Rebuilt
motor arid transmission,
automated with shift kit,
3.73 year $3,500 OBO.
Must Sell Call 437-3144
'94 Ford Taurus 4dr., high
miles. Good car $130000
OBO
'92 Crown Victona Ford
302.PS, PB., A/C $800.00
OBO
89 Ford 3/4 ton 4x4
$2500.00
88-91 Ford Crown Victoria
for parts. 759-1070
99 Grand AM SE, excellent condition, like new,
75,xxx, $10,750. OBO.
767-9942 or 302-5693
2:3010 4:30

REDUCED! Updated
Brick Ranch 3 Br, 2
Ba. neat as a pin and
waiting for you. Now
only $98,500.
NEED SPACE? This
home is for you.
HUGE family. wonderful kitchen with
extras and lots more.
Ready to go SI79.500.

couDweix
BANKGR

college Priced reduced to
$51,000 00
(270 )825-4622
(270)825-0778
(2701836-1215
REDUCED!!' HOUSE on 9
acres. 3 miles North of
Murray on Bethel Road
2br, 2 full baths with log
cabin and several out
buildings. C/H/A, large
screen in deck, all fenced
404-000 80's
Call 753-8350
HOUSE & Land for sale
House 1,706 living Sq Ft.,
18 acre land 436-5064

Woods & Associates
753-1651
1995 Suzuki Savage 650
Red with Matching helmets. new bags and wind3 houses Close to MSU shield
Very
nice
$38- $49 K 753-2479
$3,300 00 Cal 519-1923,
5 acre parcel of land and leave message
3br house within restrict- 1999 Yamaha Banshee
ed subdivision on Robert- CGR motor Denton-A son Rd South Call 753- Arms, Dura blue axle,
9250
completely race ready all
5 acres- 2 yr old, 3br, 2 the extras Call 759-9609
bath. wrap-around porch, ask for Mitch or Brian
1540 sq ft . shed, fenced HARLEY
DAVIDSON
pasture. $127,500 753- 2000 Road King Classic
6799
6 000 miles Lots of extras
Syr old, newly remodeled, $20,000 753-4095
3br, starter house with 50
acres $98.000 South
East Calloway County
753-7990 Day/ask for
1989 GMC Jimmy 4x4 4 2
Raymond
Gold truck Call 474-8156
A first time buyers dream' Ask for Lisa 51.000 080
2br, 1.5 bath. garage A
490
must see at 408 Chantilly
thed Cars
Drive $69,900 Call 2102340
96 Ford Taurus Loaded in
excellent condition new
BY owner
Near Murray High School tires, brakes. battery
on South 17th St 3 bed- 93,000 well maintained
rooms, 2 full baths, large miles Assume low monthgreat room, kitchen and ly payments for only 33 re759dinning room, large utility maining months
room & office. oversized 2 8645
car garage, floored attic '96 Toyota Corolla 4dr,,
storage Vinyl siding and 5sp , new tires, 76,000
on corner lot Established miles $7,000 759-4247
yard Mid-one forties Call 99 Audi A4, dark grey,
new tires. under warranty
759-1620
759-9069
Each offer independentl‘
owned and operated

-

AREAS LEADING
CARPET BUSINESS
• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

10E SMITH CARPET
U.S Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660
•

PERSONAL TOUCH
Landscaping Mowing.
Fencing, &
Home Improvement
Call 753-5904
PROFESSIONAL
land
scape maintenance. Planting & custom yard work.
Free estimates. 767-9735.
R&H Lawn Mower Service
Leave message and we
will get back in touch Call
759-8965 after 4pm or
759-9527
RILEY Remodeling
& Construction

-44

PICTURE PERFECT
lAWAI SERVICE
Mowing
Seeding
Fertilizing
Bed Mulching
Leaf Removal Weed & Insect
Control

Licensed
Insured
&

Shrub Trimming
Lawn Renovation
Water Gardens

452320

Let Us Take The Upmost Care Of Your Lawn

*Additions. *Garages,
.Pole Barns,
*Vinyl Siding & Trim,
•Replacement Windows
*Decks. •Metal Hoofs

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling Rotten floors,
sagging roofs Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
References Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Free Estimates. 753-0600
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

FREE ESTIMATES
270-489-2907
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
ROOFING and Painting
Inside, outside, yard work,
hauling, and wall murals.
Free estimates. 474-1555.
ROOFING- Shingles and
flat roofs, new roofs and
tear-offs 437-4718

Visa and Master Card

FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Give us a call Yes we
clean gutters
Phone 436-5759
J&D LAWN CARE
& LANDSCAPING
Mowing power seeding,
lawn & shrub spraying,
lime, fertilize, dirtwork- topsoil Wholesale shrubs &
trees, & mulch
Call 759-3840
JESUS Saves.
Married couple raising
money for missions trip
Mowing yards, cleaning
houses, and small carpentry lobs for donations.
767- 0591.
KIRKS Concrete
Forming and Finishing
Eddie Kirks
435-4014
LAWN
mower repair
Riding Mowers only
436-2867
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets 'Furniture
.Emergency water
removal
.Free Estimates
753-5827

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed.
753-7860 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867

• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care

753-1916

Call Us Today!

0 G. Landscaping
Mowing, Fertilizing
and trimming. Insured
For Free estimates
753-2210
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding_ Quality Work. Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Mowing Service
759-4564
DOGWOOD
LANDSCAPING &
LAWN CARE
Complete line of services
offered including mowing
12 years experience
Free estimates
Call David 753-9000
DOZER, Backhoe, Septic.
Hauling Free estimates
759-8926 after 6pm

L&B
CUSTOMS WORKS

270-753-8204

IIi1IiIEE
4geszonitFit IrLow
g. mates.

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

,••••••

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializing in Castorn Workmansnip

'97 Nissan Anima 87,xxx
miles. $8.000 489-6260

'CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
'WATER PROOFING

NO down payment

CHEAPER THAN
3br brick with garage
RENT! 3 Br, 2 Ba.
759-2001 or 759-0757
island kitchen, garden REDUCED' REDUCED'
tub on 3/4 acre near 3br home located at
804 N 17th St Close to
town. Just $29,900.

onstruction

"
• 'The
Serving
Area For 27 Years

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

I

r
carpentry, roofing, painting,
water gardens, decks and repairs
Phone
STEVE
(270) 210-3312
CALHOON

753-4264 After 5 p.m.

INCREDIBLE WATER
FRONT LOT FOR SALE

Lots For Sate

alhoon

1995 Oldsmobile Cutlass

gal
Lake Property

440

630
Services Offered

Used Cars
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Vans
1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr
dual air, 20,000
moles Must sell' $16,200
247-5265

'DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
'FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL COATINGS
'MULTISPEC COATINGS

Metal Roofing
for houses,

barns & sheds. Metal

cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Call Metal Mall,

270-753-6895

Mayfield

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER JIM OSBURN

1-800-909-9064

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
Din id Borders

Phone (270)759-4734

ARO.

500

Used T.
1989 Chevy Cheyenne
transmission
Manual
Sharp' $4200 00 759-9246
1997 Chev Z71 4x4, one
owner 55.000 miles
489-6222
2000 Chevy Silvered° extent cap 4 wheel drive 3
door 24,000 miles Loaded
$23.900 247-5265
70 Chev Stepside truck
Good condition $4,000
492-6222
'93 Dodge diesel 4x4
$7,995 00 436-2754
95 Dodge Ram, 318,
green, SWB needs transmission, $4,000 759-9069
CHEVY 1/2 ton. 350. 5sp ,
lwd, alu wh Sharp' $9500
OBO 759-5680
510

cimh

=Moving—
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Opeffillor
*Luke Lamb

Owner &

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

520

Mus...all other home improvements

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

SOLD

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
Sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers

Cross Country Or Local

Campers
AIRSTREAM travel/trilaer
1974 31ft International
Rear bath. Newflex steel
couch, berhpr carpet, new
• -

s

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?
For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

Free Estimate..

Tree 7'rimming

24 Hr .Service

Oran up &rut..

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Tree & Stump
Remm ,n1

Equipment
rfl II I 1.(I

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

notiriCao Slafidard e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

ar

We Service AllBreeds

'crtified 71A Heat Pump Contractor License 0,40218,

270-759-2288

Boats & Motors
24FT Riviera Cruiser Pon
oon boat $550000 759
1021
CHEROKEE Jon boat
25hp Johnson, trolling mn
tor depth finder, good
condition $1200
753-1052 after 5PM
Services Offered
A time to take care of your
home Affordable wor
done to perfection t,
mg, remodeling, addit.
porches, decks, roofin.i
siding, concrete. fen,
furniture design. and
ration Free Estimate
753-4380

^

•

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD •CARPET
-J
>-

.-J
1-•

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

To Advertise Your Business In Our
Home Improvement Guide Call Kathy
or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More
Information.

WE 1001 Over 34 Years
Experience!

0

Visit Our Showroom Today
-J
7
1-

Tcw•-.

CARPET 11(

OR COY
Wiry MI ! Ma fotAh of
to Ton TrOor St

mur„

Taylo,

Rd

3
•-

•

KNIPE,
p,oi Isom&
Rout KY
13duv3•000M08VH •lANIA • 3111 dokn • 3111 JIV4V83J

753-7728

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410
e*It

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
VISA
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Derby event faces road block

Ciftsd

1 I

/r'sT/41( ToSTART

PROMOT/A/6' YOUR SAWNESS
FOR SPR/N61

some on the city's Board of Aldermen, who want the city to fund
a free concert for residents.
Toyota Motor Manufacturing,
which operates a Georgetown plant
employing 8,000 people, gave
$20,000 in hopes of sparking more
interest by other corporate sponsors, said James Wiseman, vice
president of external affairs.
Louisville has so far raised
$40,000 from private donations to
help fund weekend activities in
the city's predominantly black West
End, which has complained in past
years of being excluded from Kentucky Derby celebrations.
Dwen Chester, director of the

• Lawn Care • Home Improvements
• Painting • & Much More

Advertise for March, April
& May for only

That's 90 times your ad will be seen!
'Only applies to new accounts.

Call now for details

753-1916
Ask for Kathy or Tammy in the
Classified Department.

Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding

Spring is almost here and that
means that it is time to show
your lawn a little TLC.

& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

Matt's Mowing

560

Roe Column

• MOWING • LANDSCAPING
• GUTTER CLEANING

FREE to good home. Female German Sheppard.
Spayed. 474-2761.

1 759-2514
;
1 111
S&M Mowing Service
Handy man yard work
Affordable rates
Free Estimates
759-1923, Bobby Story
759-5234 Ricky Miller

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates
753-5484.

- Need Extra—
Cash?
Run a Classified. —

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Doctors risk ethical problems if they
accept gifts, such as expensive
meals, from drug companies, the
Kentucky Board of Medical Licensure says.
The board will deliver that message to the state's approximately
8,000 physicians with an article
in its next quarterly newsletter.
"If physicians don't start doing
a better job, somebody's going to
do it for us," said Dr. Donald
Swikert, a family practitioner from
Edgewood, said to the board on
Thursday.
While it's "unrealistic" to conclude that all meals and other gifts
from drug companies are unethical, "federal law prohibits a physician from giving or receiving anything of value in exchange for a
referral," he said.
By bringing ethical questions
to doctors' attention, Swikert said,
the board might be able to cur-

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
March 27, 2001
Carefully consider your choices. You
might think it's a problem that you have
so many choices this year You naturally
make money because of your talents and
girls A friend will often give you tips
that might cause you more problems.
Appreciate this person for what he offers
You will go through a challenging period
in May. June and part of July Consider
which parts of your life don't fit you and
need adjustment If you are single, you
could meet several interesting people this
spring Make choices carefully. If you
are attached, plan more special times
together TAURUS could be possessive
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive.
Have
5-Dynamic.
3-Average, 2-So-so, I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 191
**** Financial upswings add additional sparkle to your day Your efforts
come back in multiples Be more aware
of what another wants and expects from
you A friend has a way of messing up
even the simplest of matters. Tune in to
the basics Tonight: In the limelight
TAURUS (April 20-May 201
***** Your intuition, mixed with
your exemplary money sense, helps you
enhance a financial opportunity Keep
your thoughts to yourself. because someone in charge might only muddy the
waters. Use your dynamic charm and
high energy to win another over Tonight
Whatever you want
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You have reason to celebrate, but

We've Built
a Better
Mousetrap...
and the world is heating a path
to our door' We're not surprised.
People have discovered that the
new U S government, free portal
www.FirstGov.gov is online, and
they ian catch all the answers
they're looking for from the U S
state and local governments
just point and click your way
to www.FirstGov.gov and
Instantly search more than 27
million U S government web
pages Whether you want to find
a job. track your Social Security
benefits. buy a home,or reserve a
campsite at a national park—you
can find the answers fast if you
make your first click
www.FirstGov.gov

FIRSTGOV
Om Pint CVO to Ho III. Ilisvormosol

city's Department of Neighborhoods, said the weekend festivities needs another $50,000 to
$75,000 to hold concerts at Freedom Hall. So far, $5,000 has been
raised from private sources for
that event, she said.
Several members of the Board
of Alderman, which must vote to
release $80,000 set aside to fund
the May 4 and 5 Derby weekend
festivities, are split on whether to
charge admission for concerts
planned those nights.
"If you are a teen or a young
adult, it's always going to be a
choice of economics," said Alderwoman Denise Bentley, who represents neighborhoods in the West
End. "Why would anyone reject
a city-sponsored free concert."
Bentley said she opposes charging an admission because it would
hurt turnout at the concerts and
cause gridlock on Broadway Street.
Alderman George Unseld told
The Courier-Journal that he is also

in favor of a free concert but
Alderman Lawrence Montgomery
and Alderwoman Cheri Bryant
Hamilton said they could support
reasonably priced tickets.
Other activities at the fairground
will be $3 for an admission fee,
and tickets to the concerts are tentatively expected to cost less than
$30, Chester said.
"We never intended for it to
be free," Chester said. She said
the concerts are an integral part
of the weekend plan to divert traffic from West Broadway.
During last year's festivities
several streets and expressway exits
were blocked off and cars were
diverted away by Louisville Police
to ease the gridlock.
West End business owners and
neighbors complained that the move
hurt business and made travel within their neighborhoods difficult.
Hameen Muhammad, who operates Hameen Fashions on Broadway Street, said that business at

his clothing store stopped at about
the same time as traffic did.
"That money went someplace.
The community lost money,"
Muhammad said, adding that he
thought police were responsible
for the traffic snarls. "If they just
treat the people like a human being
and with some respect, they will
get more people on their side."
Police have not finalized plans
for this year's Derby weekend festivities, said department spokesman
Detective Bill Keeling.
The Board of Aldermen could
vote as early as Tuesday on whether
to release the money for the concerts.
Chester said the money is needed to pay for expenses leading up
to the event. If it is not released,
other festivities at the fairgrounds
such as tailgating parties, a car show
and fashion show, will also be
canceled since negotiations are
based on having a concert at Freedom Hall, Chester said.

Doctors will be warned not to accept gifts

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES

Yard Alert! Yard Alert!

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
plan to divert the impromptu block
party that chokes West Broadway
with thousands of cars and revelers each Kentucky Derby weekend received a boost from a corporate sponsor.
But it still faces a roadblock from

you might not want to tell others. In fact,
it would be a wise move to keep information to yourself for several days.
Check facts involving an office matter.
Verify travel plans. Not everything is as
you see it. Tonight: Get a good night's
sleep.
CANCER (June 21-July 221
***** Your instincts guide you in
your dealings with a higher-up. Make it
more important to find solutions than to
be right. Success comes through groups
and others. Diplomacy wins the moment.
Return calls. An associate or friend needs
clearer explanations. Tonight: Do exactly
what you want to do.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
**** Others seek you out. Your
unusual vision guides you and others in a
chosen direction. Good news comes in
doubles right now. Claim your power. A
lot of people depend on you. Tonight
Start talking vacation.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your research and questioning pave the way to unusual success You
could be confused about a work-related
matter, or a co-worker might inadvertently mess up a key project. Your ability to
work with others gains you recognition
and acknowledgment. Tonight Rent a
movie.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
***** Work as a team Don't get
into an "us and them" mentality. As a
result, you'll gain. Your sense of humor
helps bring perspective to an intense person in your life. You understand much
more than you are aware of. Think in
terms of financial gain. Tonight:
Togetherness works
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
***** Another takes a strong action
that you feel you must respond to. Work
with confusion. Discuss uncertainty, with

an eye to clearing the air. A partner or
friend enriches your day-to-day life. Say
thank you with a card or flowers.
Tonight: Accept an invitation. You need
to be with people.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Get into work You might need to
screen calls. Your social life takes on a
new energy that you might relish and
think about for a long time. Juggling
your personal and public lives takes
unusual skill. Ask for what you want
from another. Review a recent decision.
Tonight: Be constructive. Run errands
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 191
**** A risk could cause upheaval in
business and love_ Walk a careful line.
knowing what it is that you want Your,
ingenuity adds a new dimension to a
relationship. Allow more lightness in.
Add to the quality of your domestic life
through your natural talents and high
energy. Tonight: Play the night away
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
**** You could feel as if you are in a
haze, since so much is happening so
quickly. Kick back and think before you
make a major decision involving your
security. Brainstorming proves to be
dynamic. A child or loved one comes
forward. A new relationship could also
be budding_ Tonight: Your home is your
castle.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201
**** How you handle a situation
could dynamically change because of a
conversation. You might not be sure
where another is coming from. Keep
questioning and asking Reach your own
conclusions Tonight • Visit with a friend.
BORN TODAY
Singer Manah Carey (1970), director
Quentin Tarantino (1963). entertainer
Xuxa (1963)

tail the gift-giving and gift-accepting practice.
Representatives of two large
pharmaceutical companies said in
telephone interviews with the Courier-Journal that they have policies
that limit the gifts their sales staffs
can give doctors.
Nonetheless, Swikert said that
giving of larger presents is widespread.
He said drug companies sometimes conduct "dine and shop functions," where doctors are invited

to a store for dinner and a talk
by a drug company representative
and can leave with $75 or more
in free merchandise.
Roy Cornett, a real estate
appraiser and broker from Georgetown, addressed the board as a
concerned citizen and said warning the doctors may not be enough.
He said disciplinary measures might
be more appropriate.
Cornett said he became interested in doctors accepting gifts from
pharmaceutical companies when

relatives mentioned it to him. He
pointed out the American Medical
Association adopted ethical guidelines on the topic a decade ago.
Even so, doctors continue to
accept gifts in situations where it
may appear they prescribe drugs
from the company in return for
the presents, he said.
Cornett said he has been told
about dinner meetings, paid for
by drug companies, that included
a speech from an expert, and a
fee of $100 to $400 for each doctor who attended.

Reader asks about breast cancer
Q: My sister was diagnosed
with inflammatory breast cancer. What is that?
A: Inflammatory breast cancer
is a rare type of breast cancer in
which cancer cells block the lymph
vessels (small tube-like structures)
in the skin of the breast. This
blockage causes the breast to
become red, swollen and warm.
The skin of the breast may have
ridges or look pitted, like the skin
of an orange. Other symptoms may
include discharge from the nipple,
the nipple being pulled back and
swelling under the arm or above
the collarbone.
Often a tumor cannot be felt,
even though one may appear on
a mammogram. Only a biopsy
(removal of tissue for study under

Li_lsk the CIS
a microscope) can tell for sure
cancer is present.
Inflammatory breast cancer usually grows rapidly, and the cancer cells are likely to spread to
other parts of the body. For this
reason, systemic treatments such
as chemotherapy (anticancer drugs)
and hormonal therapy (drugs that
interfere with the effects of the
female hormone estrogen) are often
given first.
Systemic
treatments
travel
through the body to attack cancer
cells that have spread. These treatments usually are followed by surgery to remove the breast tumor

and/or radiation therapy (high-energy x-rays) to kill any remaining
cancer cells in the breast and
underarm areas.
Researchers are studying new
ways to treat inflammatory breast
cancer through clinical trials
(research studies with people). For
more information on this disease,
call the Cancer Information Service at 1-800-4-CANCER.
Ask the CIS is distributed by
the Cancer Information Service
(CIS) of the Mid-South, which
serves Kentucky, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and
Louisiana. The CIS is a program of the National Cancer
Institute. Call the CIS toll-free
at 1-800-4-CANCER between 9
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. local time.

Researcher hopes peanut chip catches on
ATHENS, Ga.(AP) — Its called
a chip, looks like a cracker, and
tastes like something completely
unexpected: a peanut.
Yao-wen Huang, a University
of Georgia food researcher, calls
his new invention the peanut chip,
and he's hoping that before long
they'll be available in snack-food
aisles across the country.
That could be great news for
peanut farmers in Georgia, who produce almost half the peanuts grown
in the United States. In recent
years they've seen peanuts criticized by nutritionists as too fatty,
and banned by some airlines
because of passengers' allergies.
"It has the possibility of being
a handy and tasty snack for people who love peanuts," said Ralph
Yoder, executive director of the
Georgia Peanut Producers Association. "If it catches on, it has the
potential of creating and building

a new market for our product, which
is what our organization is all
about."
The chip starts with what is
basically peanut waste, the pellets
that are a byproduct of peanut-oil
extraction. Full of protein but minus
80 percent of the fat, they typically are mixed with other food
waste and fed to livestock.
The pellets are ground into a
fine powder and combined with soybean flour and a pinch of full-fat

peanut flour to boost flavor. The
mixture is made into a dough, which
is flattened, cut into squares and
baked to make chips.
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is now accepting
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm interesting in
maintaining my current weight.
Recently I was told to use a complicated formula, involving my age and
other factors, to determine the total
number of calories to be consumed. Is
such a formula appropriate?
DEAR READER: Many schemes
have been developed to calculate
proper caloric intake. They all have at
least three failings.
First, they involve measuring — or
at least estimating — the caloric value
of foods. This step is a nuisance,
requiring weighing what goes into your
mouth and using calorie charts. Such a
discipline may be attractive initially,
but rapidly becomes a pain in the butt.
Second, calculations of an ideal
caloric intake are based on someone
else's idea of "ideal" weight. This
generic analysis may not be suitable
for everyone. You may be short and
muscular, for example, or tall and
slender. Depending on your build, you
may need fewer — or more — calories
to maintain your weight.
To a large degree, our body weights
depend on inherited, genetic influences. You and I could weigh the
same but, because of our genetic
inheritances, we might burn them (or
store them as fat) at different rates.
Therefore, on identical caloric regimens, you would gain weight and I
would lose — or vice versa.
Third, calculations do not take physical activity into account. Consider
two people with the same weight, similar genes and the same caloric
intake. One is a trained athlete, the
other is sedentary. Obviously, the
active person will require more calories to maintain weight then will the
inactive individual.
Because of genetically determined
metabolism and activity levels, calorie
calculation is an inaccurate way to
control weight.
I've found a much simpler, more
useful method. You can learn what a
reasonable weight should be by consulting the actuarial tables used by
most insurance companies. If you
weigh yourself weekly and adjust your
caloric intake accordingly, you should
be able to achieve and maintain the
weight you wish. If you start off 10
pounds heavier than you want to be,
for instance, reduce caloric consumption by eating less starch and fat and
omitting alcohol and sugar. When you

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
reach your desired weight, relax the
restrictions. Adjust every week. Eat 'Kelly in Temecula" whose dog died
more when necessary, less if as a result of eating a kitchen towel,
required. Anticipate holidays, when touched my heart. I have been an
emergency and critical-care veteriyou are likely to eat more.
narian for many years, and her story
This method will meet your caloric is not uncommon. However, your
for
allow
time,
same
the
at
and,
needs
warning left out an important point.
genetic influences and exercise. Also,
In her letter, Kelly said that for
not
because your weight will probably
two or three days her dog wouldn't
week,
a
pounds
few
a
then
more
vary
eat or drink, was lethargic and vomgaining and losing becomes a simple iting. Abby, if a dog vomits once and
returns to normal, that's OK Howtask of fine-tuning your diet.
if it vomits and is lethargic
ever,
weigh-weekly
this
opinion,
my
In
or vomits multiple
anorexic,
and
appropriand-adjust-diet approach is
ate for anybody. Nonetheless, I times, the situation becomes an
acknowledge that there are obese emergency.
Do not wait until it is convenient
patients (and overly slim people) who
have metabolic disturbances requir- to see your family vet. Prompt meding professional attention. In such ical care can be lifesaving, and also
cases, medical testing, special diets, cost-effective. In almost every area
support groups and other resources of the country, there are qualified
to
may be necessary. However, for most emergency veterinary hospitals
weekon
and
night
at
pet
your
help
of us, the technique I described is
your vet is
effective, cheap and healthful. Most ends, or even when
day.
the
during
up
booked
mainto
people
allows
importantly, it
Emergency vets work with your
tain control of their lives.
family vet — we do not compete. If
To give you related information, I your pet is stable and can wait to be
am sending you a copy of my Health seen by your family vet, you will be
Report "Calorie-Wise Cooking." Other given that option. Consider the
readers who would like a copy should emergency examination fee a small
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed, price to pay for your peace of mind.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Emergency facilities can be
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY found in the yellow pages of the
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
phone book or by calling your family
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterpnse Assn.
vet's office at any time. Most will
have an after-hours answering
machine with instructions and
DR. GOTT
referrals to the nearest emergency
hospital that they recommend. All
emergency hospitals are happy to
PETER
give advice over the phone, help you
GOTT, M.D. determine the seriousness of the situation, and even recommend first
aid. That is our job.
The phone number of a local
emergency animal hospital is one
all pet owners should keep handy.
Many emergency hospitals give out
free refrigerator magnets for this
Announce
Purpose.
MITZI M. HOWARD,D.V.M.
your Wedding,
DEAR DR. HOWARD: It has
Engagement,
been many years since I was a
or Social Event
pet owner, and I was not aware
that this terrific service existed.
in the
Ill bet many of my readers are
also unaware of it.
Murray(edger
Thank you for a letter that is
sure to be a real lifesaver not
Times.
only for a four-footed friend, but
be glad
also its two-footed guardian.
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I CAN'T FIND A '\
(
TOP TO 60 WITH
11415 MINISKIRT!

DEAR LORRAINE: Your
fiance's values are very different from yours. You have compromised for him, and he
should be willing to do the same
for you. Before making any
more wedding plans, please
consider this: If you can't reach
a "happy" compromise about
your wedding, what will your
future be like with this man?
4**

CONFIDENTIAL TO "GYMPHOBIC" IN GALVESTON: Follow your doctor's orders and try
again. Keep repeating the following mantra:"Behind every
beautiful woman is a beautiful
behind." Take it from me — it
works!
4,5*
What teens need to know about sex,
drugs, AIDS, and getting along with peers
and parents is in "What Every Teen
Should Know." To order, send • business.
size, selt-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $9.95 ($4.50 in
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 810540447.(Postage is included)
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+J75
Q85
• Q10
41,A J1042
4*
EAST
WEST
you did!
+2
DEAR ABBY: I am engaged to +Q108643
K4
1,962
•K974
•J853
1
dt.9
*KQ865
SOUTH
#AK9
V A J 1073
"WHO WANTS ,......4
...._,
•A 6 2
TO SE A
*73
kUNOREDAIRE ?"
The bidding:
South West
North East
24b
1#
Pass
1,
2NT
Pass 3
Pass
4V
Opening lead — six ofspades.
This deal occurred in the 1975
London Sunday Times Invitational Pairs Championship.Atfive
ofthe nine tables where South got
to four hearts, the play followed
identical lines.
West led a spade, invariably
won with dummy's jack. Declarer
then took a heart finesse, losing
A6E 31- A6E
the queen to West's king. West
returned a spade, ruffed by East,
I CAN'T FIND A TOP TO GO WITH THIS
who exited with a trump to
PLASTIC FOOD blORP6E COPJTAINER !!
declarer's ace. South then led a

you'll
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Tomorrow: Coup cue.
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IT'S BEEN a LoveLy
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LOOK
yOuR
i CAN'T BE GALLANT
AND DRIVE yOu HOHE. IFAMIUI IS WATCH1145
E,UT I'LL WALK YOU
TO VOUR CAB

club and finessed the ten, putting
East on lead in this position:
North
•7
8
•Q 10
A J42
West
East
•K974
•Q 1083
•J853
*K865
South
#A
V J107
•A62
+7
Atfour of the five tables where
this position was reached, East returned a low diamond. Declarer
played low and had no trouble making the rest of the tricks. But at one
table, East (Peter Weichsel,
partnered by Alan Sontag,the winners of the event) returned a club.
As a result, declarer had to lose a
diamond trick and go down one.
It is truly astonishing that in
such a high-caliber field,four Easts
could make the same error. The
play to this point indicated that
declarer had started with exactly
three spades, five hearts and two
clubs, leaving him with three diamonds. A club return, even though
it gave declarer a trick, was therefore clear-cut, as it could do no
harm and might do a lot of good.

02001 King Features Syndicate Inc
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Ten years ago
Sgt. Pete Clark, one of the area's
first soldiers to return from duty in
the Persian Gulf War, is pictured
signing yearbooks for North Elementary School's second grade
class. Clark's nephew, Derek Stalls,
asked Clark to visit his class soon
after he arrived home. The photo is
by Staff Photographer Mark CooPer.
Mitzi Jones of White Plains was
named 1991 Miss Murray State
University. First and second runners-up were Bethany Hall and Allison Carr, both of Murray.
Births reported include a boy to
Kathy and Phillip English and a boy
to Karen and Kevin Lamb, March
21.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of employees of Murray-Calloway County
Park planting one of the many dogwood trees which have been donated by various individuals and organizations.
Jerry Tucker, Kenneth Melvin
and Mike Burchett are new officers
of Kirksey Adult Farmer Class.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Allbritten,
March 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don
Swann, March 14; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Turner, March 17; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Roach,
March 20.
Thirty years ago
Eleven women of Calloway
County Homemakers Clubs are attending the Kentucky Home Extension Association meeting at the
University of Kentucky. They are
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, Mrs. Ray-

be married in August. My fiance,
"Dexter," wants a simple courthouse wedding. I want a traditional
wedding. I have compromised and
am trying to keep it as cheap as
possible — under $2,000.
Dexter will have nothing to do
with the planning because he
thinks it is a waste of money. How
can I make him understand that a
nice wedding is important to me?
This is supposed to be the biggest
and best event of our lives.
LORRAINE IN MISSOURI
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BLOM COIIE

weLL,14APP
15IRTHDAy,

TIMI

QARIIELD
YOU SHOULD HAVE
A MORE POSITIVE
ATTI TUDE

46 Weight
allowance
48 Female
50 Fork prong
53 So-so grade
55 Fate
57 Fleetwood —
58 Ruffles
61 River (Sp )
63 Maiden loved
by Zeus
64 "— of Africa"
65 Nickname for
Confederate
Army general
68 Wide shoe
size
69 Border
70 Fleur-de- —

ACROSS
1 Vehicle
4 — monster
8 Alcoholic
liquor
11 Cheerfulness
13 Nice season
14 Expression
of pain
15 Dental grp
16 Manipulated
a timepiece
18 Cunning
20 Part of TGIF
22 Fuss
23 Emperor
25 Secret agent
27 Sprint
30 Roman 1049
32 Uncle
(Scottish)
34 Payable
35 Apiece
(abbr.)
37 Lynxes
40 After noon
(abbr )
41 Evergreen
43 Vowel
sequence
44 Question
1

2
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mond Carter, Mrs. Elmer Sholar,
Mrs. S.C. Colson, Mrs. Brent Manning, Mrs. N.P. Cavitt, Mrs. James
E. Golden, Mrs. Paul Maggard,
Mrs. J.C. Kemp and Mrs. Lud Larson, members, and Mrs. Barletta
Wrather, county home demonstration agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Genie B. Adams
will be married for 50 years March
27.
Forty years ago
Calloway County High School
Debate Team won co-honors with
Paducah Tilghman at the regional
debate tournament at Murray State
College and are now eligible for
state competition at Lexington in
April. CCHS team members are
Randy Patterson, Larry Hurt, Char. my Story, Charles
les Paschall, Jim
Fennell and Rob Enoch. Mrs. Modest Jeffrey is coach.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Hilton Williams and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cunningham.
Fifty years ago
Rubie E. Smith, assistant professor of the education department of
Murray State College, has been
named Kentucky representative for
the National Council on Elementary
Service.
James S. Klapp. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp of South 12th
Street, Murray, is now taking his
basic training at Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. O.B. Eldridge, March
18, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. A.J.
Duncan. March 21.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 26, the
85th day of 2001. There are 280
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 26, 1982, groundbreaking ceremonies took place in
Washington, D.C., for the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial.
On this date:
In 1875, poet Robert Frost wasborn in San Francisco.
In 1892. poet Walt Whitman
died in Camden, N.J.
In 1911, playwright Tennessee
Williams was born in Columbus,
Miss.
In 1964, the musical play -Funny
Girl" opened on Broadway.
In 1971, East Pakistan proclaimed its independence, taking the
name Bangladesh.
In 1979, the Camp David peace
treaty was signed by Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin and
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat at
the White House.
In 1981, a jury in Los Angeles
awarded entertainer Carol Burnett
$1.6 million from the "National Enquirer" for an article she'd charged
was libelous. (The award was later
reduced, and the two parties settled
out of court).
One year ago: "American
Beauty" won five Oscars, including
best picture; its leading man, Kevin
Spacey, won best actor, while
Hilary Swank won best actress for
"Boys Don't Cry." Vladimir Putin
was elected Russia's second democratically chosen president. "Joy of
Sex" author Alex Comfort died in
Oxfordshire. England. at age 80
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11 Emcee
12 Dictator Amin
17 Total
19 Sweet potato
21 Word with
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26 — Sumac
28 Eat
29 Dress border
31 Mauna -33 Greek letter
35 Salamander
36 Ventilate
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56 Even score
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'Heartbreakers'tops weekend box office
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
romantic comedies "Heartbreakers"
and "The Brothers" topped the
box office, but Oscar contenders
continued to do booming business
on Academy Award weekend.
"Heartbreakers," starring Sigourney Weaver and Jennifer Love
Hewitt as a mother-daughter con
team, opened at No. 1 with $12.3
million. "The Brothers" premiered
in second place with $10.7 million, according to industry estimates
Sunday.
"The marketplace can always use
a good date film. These two movies
offered a couple different ways to
do that." said Paul. Dergarabedian
of Exhibitor Relations, which tracks
box office figures. "The romantic
comedy is a mainstay ... and these
really show that that genre is alive

The movie's excellent opening
and well."
"Heartbreakers" attracted men was due, in part, to soap opera
fans who took dates to see it, and
and women, young and old.
"We were excited that it opened in part to a groundswell of supso well because it's really a word- port from the black community
of-mouth movie," producer John for a film that shows successful
African-Americans dealing with
Davis said.
The only other new film in real-life problems, said Valerie Van
wide release was "Say It Isn't Gelder, executive vice president
So," starring Chris Klein and of marketing for Sony's Screen
Heather Graham as lovers who Gems, which distributed the film.
mistakenly believe they are broth"There's an audience out there
er and sister. It opened to poor that's really, really hungry for this
reviews and earned a meager $3.1 sort of thing," she said.
million for tenth place.
Oscar nominations continued to
"The Brothers" stars Morris boost the fortunes of best-picture
Chestnut, Bill Bellamy, D.L. Hughley and Shemar Moore (of TV's nominees even though the films
"The Young and the Restless") as have been out for months.
-Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragfour successful men who must take
stock of their lives when one on" was in fifth place with $4.7
million. It picked up 167 more
becomes engaged.

But overall, Dergarabedian said,
theaters and its ticket sales were
the box office is up about 18 perup 15 percent.
"Traffic" was at No. 7 with cent for the year.
"I think we're gonna rebound
$3.9 million, up 14 percent.
"Chocolat," at No. 9, lost 120 in a big way when the summer
theaters but only 4 percent of its films start hitting," he said. "This
gross to finish with $3.3 million. isn't anything to cry about."
Several movies did well in limThe movie's box office revenues
have doubled in the weeks since ited release.
"Memento," a murder mystery
it was nominated.
about a man who cannot remem, Overall, however, box office ber anything, opened with $234,005
receipts were down for a third on 12 screens. "The Dish," a highstraight weekend. The top 12 ly praised Australian comedy, had
movies grossed $70 million, slip- $58,383 in six theaters, while
ping from $72.6 million in the "American Desi," a romantic comedy set among second-generation
previous weekend.
The take was down more than India immigrants, had $282,000 in
4.4 percent from the same week- 37 theaters.
The top 10 movies at North
end last year, which was the second weekend for the hit "Erin American theaters Friday through
Sunday, according to Exhibitor
Brockovich."

Relations Co. Inc. Final figures
were to be released Monday:
I. "Heartbreakers," MGM,$12.3
million.
2. "The Brothers," Sony, $10.7
million.
3. "Exit Wounds," Warner Bros.,
$9.2 million.
4. "Enemy at the Gates," Paramount, $8.4 million.
5. "Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon," Sony, $4.7 million.
6."The Mexican," DreamWorks,
$4.3 million.
7. -Traffic," USA Films, $3.9
million.
8. "See Spot Run," Warner
Bros., $3.34 million.
9. "Chocolat," Miramax, $3.3
million.
10. "Say It Isn't So," Fox, $3.1
million.

Wide-open field lends excitement to 73rd Oscars
Bardem,"Before Night Falls," Rus- best actress in 1974 for "Alice
sell Crowe, "Gladiator," Tom Doesn't Live Here Anymore."
Oscar ballots were mailed to
Hanks, "Cast Away," Ed Harris,
"Pollock," and Geoffrey Rush, the roughly 5,700 Academy members, who nominate in their own
"Quills."
Julia Roberts, nominated for categories - such as actors vot"Erin Brockovich," was generally ing for actors. All can nominate
considered the favorite for best for best picture.
Most of the final awards are
actress, but surprises often hapvoted on by all members. The
pen.
She had been nominated twice exceptions: members can vote for
before, in 1989 for best support- the short, documentary and foring actress in "Steel Magnolias" and eign language films only if they
in 1990 for best actress in "Pret- can certify that they have seen all
the nominees.
ty Woman."
Sunday night marked a farewell
nomiactress
best
other
The
nees were Joan Allen, "The Con- to the venerable Shrine Auditoritender," Juliette Binoche, "Choco- um. Next year, the Academy Awards
lat," Ellen Burstyn, "Requiem for will move to the 3,300-seat Kodak
a Dream" and Laura Linney, "You Theater in the heart of Hollywood.
The theater, part of a $650 milCan Count on Me."
development to give tourists
lion
pretwo
included
category
The
vious winners: Binoche won best something grand to gawk at, is a
hockey players and crashing a yel- supporting actress in 1996 for "The stone's throw from the stars' footEnglish Patient" and Burstyn won prints at the Chinese Theater and
low Camaro.
Of her character in the video.
Madonna says she's "acting out a
fantasy and doing things girls are
inc.
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not supposed to do."
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Hol- 12 nominations and huge theater
LOS ANGELES (AP)
lywood's elite donned their cus- grosses, might have been considtom tuxedos and $100,000 design- ered a cinch for multiple Oscars.
er gowns Sunday for the 73rd
But there was considerable supAcademy Awards with more than port among Academy voters for
the usual aura of excitement.
"Crouching Tiger, Hidden DragThe reason: Few of the major- on" and -Traffic," two films that
category nominees appeared to be seemed more innovative than the
a slam-dunk.
traditional sword-and-toga "GladiFor two of the past three years, ator."
winners for best picture- "Titan"Erin Brockovich" and "Chocoic" and "American Beauty"emerged as strong favorites before lat" were well-liked but were not
the ceremony. In 1999, "Shake- considered likely winners.
Likewise, no overwhelming
speare in Love" edged out early
favorite "Saving Private Ryan."
favorite emerged for lead actor,
This year, "Gladiator," with its where the competitors were Javier

Madonna,husband
plan to do commercial
NEW YORK (AP)- Madonna and film director husband Guy
Ritchie, who collaborated on the
pop icon's video for "What It
Feels Like for a Girl," are making another team effort.
The couple plan to do a commercial for BMW, Time magazine
reports.
The commercial will likely be
less controversial than the video,
which aired only once late at night
on MTV and VH1.
The video, directed by Ritchie,
featured Madonna setting fire to
a gas station, running over street
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CELLTOUCH,

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
1100 minutes

a block from the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, where the Oscars
began in 1929.
Oscar will be returning to Hollywood for the first time in 40 years.
After the Roosevelt, the banquet rotated between the Biltmore
Hotel in downtown Ns Angeles
and the nearby Ambassador Hotel.
In 1944, because festive banquets
were not patriotic, the awards

moved to the Chinese Theater.
Other venues have included the
Pantages Theater in Hollywood
and Santa Monica Civic Auditorium, where Bob Hope cracked:
"The losers could walk into the
Pacific."
Starting in 1969, the ceremonies
were held at the Los Angeles
Music Center, which has alternated with the Shrine since 1988.
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